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Sidney’s new courtroom will be 
completed and open for business 
Nov. 1 this year, B.C. Buildings 
Corporation president and chief 
executive Peter Dolezal said Mon­
day.
Foundations have been laid and 
cement poured for the long-awaited 
facility located directly behind 
Sidney RCMP detachment on 4th 
Street. The building will house a 
courtroom, public waiting area, 
svitness waiting rooms, two interview 
rooms, judge’s .^chamber, ad­
ministration offices, sheriff’s 
department and court reporter’s 
office.
The court will likely sit three days a 
week and the building has been 
designed so as to add another 
courtroom if required.
Sidney RCMP Staff. Sgt. Ken 
Watson said Tuesday it was 
“terrific” news. “I’ve just sent some 
guys (police) off downtown — it’ll be 
nice when they’ve just got to go 
across the street.” Attending court in 
Victoria has been a costly and time 
wasting procedure for Sidney police.
Central Saanich police will also be 
using the court instead of Victoria. 
“Sounds good — certainly I’m 
pleased,” police chief Bob Miles said 
when he learned the new court would 
be open later this year.
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B.C. Hydro will begin, consulting 
Central Saanich property owners 
affected by the Pike Lake 230 kv 
transmission line this week for a final 
“tuning” of the four-mile line.
T he controversial transmission line 
will cross We.st Saanich Road near 
Willowdale Farm, then north, 
crossing Keating Cross Road and east 
to the three-acre Keating substation 
site.
“We’ve got a route on paper that 
looks okay but until we take a look at 
it closely on the ground we really 
don’t know,” says Ross McCarlie, 
B.C. Hydro land use and resource 
supervisor.
McCarlie said Monday the most 
sensitive portion of the route is 
Wallace Drive to Keating Cross 
Road. Although McCarlie expects 
resident opposition to continue, 
because of the “time element in­
volved”, the line will go ahead as 
scheduled.
“It’s not going to please everybody 
but if we talk to them, thread that 
line through on a fine tuned basis, 
that's about all we can hope for,” he 
said.
Talks with property owners are 
expected to last no more than 10 days 
he said, followed by line surveying.
The transmission line will average 
90 feet in height with a right-of-way 
approximately 110 feel wide. In 
addition to the legally approved 
width of 110 feet, “danger trees” 
adjacent to the cleared right-of-way 
will be “lopped and iriinincd.”
McCarlie said because of the 
proximity of rc.sidcnis to the line, 
U,C. Hydro will make a “special 
clearing Job" and “look at individual 
trees,”
Cost of the Central Saanich 
portion of the line is $8 million and is 
expected to be completed by early 
1983.
Bursting withogenerosity. United Way thermometer at Beacon Plaza Mall can't gauge 
correct funds raised in this year's peninsula campaign because total soared over $30,000 
goal. Locals, led by chairman Don Matheson raised more than $32,000 and played large 
part in reaching Greater Victoria goal.
Decision on Hydro line 
‘out of oiu* hands’
With B.C. Hydro plans well 
underway for nn.al routing of the 
Pike Lake-Kealing 230 kv tran­
smission line. Central Saanich 
council Monday turned down 
resident requests to oppose Hydro 
talks with property owners,
A Dec. 16 meeting saw council 
undecided on agreement to Hydro’s 
request for approval to meet with 
residents affected. A motion tabled 
that night was brought forth Monday 
and in a split decision, council agreed 
to Hydro’s continuation of line 
planning.
“It appears the decision is already 
out of our hands,” s.iid Aid. Earle 
Tabor; “1 wonder what benefit there 
is in making any motion when the 
decision is made -- would be 
academic, wouldn't it?”
Vic Prelo of ^Vest Saanich Road 
disputed council's acceptance and 
asked that B.C. Hydro cslimales on 
cost to put the line underground be 
questioned.
“I just don’t sec how 2,34 miles of 
grounded line in Central Saanich is 
going to cost nrore than SI9 million 
and only $8 million for three miles in 
Esquiinalt,” said Prclo.
Presto said contracts have been let
for a 230 kv Esquimau transmission 
line and questioned why costs to 
place the line underground in 
Esquimau’s populated area would be 
significantly less than estimates given 
to rural Central Saanich residents for 
a portion of the Pike Lake-Kcating 
line.
Mayor Dave Hill said he was 
surpri.sed at Pretu's findings and 
would investigate following the 
meeting.
However, Aid. George McFarlnnc 
called Preio's figures “a lot of 
garbage.
“We’re suggesting that R.C. 
Hydro is being dishonest with their 
figures,” he said, “We’re casting a 
lot of shadows on previous 
negotiations.
“Suppose there's one chance in n 
million that they were dishonest, the 
figure would still be too high — $2 
tnillion or, .$5 million ~ arc the 
taxpayers of Central Saanich going 
to pay that?”
Aid. Trevor Jones however said, 
“I don't think we should just lie 
down and let ilicm walk all over us,” 
and requested further cost dcinihi l e 
obtained from Hydro,
Aid. McFarlanc contended that 
B.C. Hydro had been “damn good to 
us,” and said he was a “realist” on 
the “superpower” of Hydro,
Residents led by Preto also 
requested a meeting with the premier 
and cabinet members to discu.ss 
further ways to obtain funds toward 
construction of a segment of the 
traiusmissiori line underground.
A letter received at the meeting 
however from Saanich and The 
Islands MLA Hugh Curtis stated no 
avenues were available from the 
provincial government to offer an 
outright grunt for underground 
costs.
“I understand and sympathize 
with the difficulty your council faces 
in this matter but I have satisfied 
myself that B.C. Hydro have 
responded to every request in seeking 
tlie least destructive route for this 
needed transmission line,” Curtis 
wrote.
Council has agreed to petition 
B.C. Hydro to make public any 
further plans fur routing northward.
As McFarlanc said, to “give plenty 




Sidney businesses .ire still voicing 
objection to licensing fee increases 
adopted by council for the first lime 
in a decade.
"Iliey’ie penuliziiig us lui gi'diig 
people work,” said Barbara 
Lazarenko Monday.
Lazarenko manages Busy Bcc 1-
Hour Drycleaners and says her 
family business, as well as many 
others, esin't afford ro pnyemployexs 
let nionc pay an additional $15 per 
employee in licensing fees.
"Sidney needs all the small
busiiH:.ss it van get - to employ 
people,” she said,
Lazarenko cxprcsicU concern ihm 
stoics who.se stuff iizes
nucluatc throughout the year lay off 
employees in the po.st-Chri.stma.s 
slump., V/iili ftc.s due ,hiri. 1 :a.»ff 
numbers would be reduced.
"These people aren’t going to be 
hit at all,” she said and suggested a 
“follow through" be made by town 
staff in May or June when rchiring 
begins to gain n more accurate 
assessment of staff size. '
However, licensing inspector Dick 
Karnikawaju explained retail 
bii,,it.c:v:.c'.i arc c!rarty:;d $7^ per year 
tip to 2,(X)B square feet storespacc— 
not by employee numbers.
As well, businesses are rct|uireil to 
noiily the licensing depariment it tlic 
coridhions of Jan, 1 licensing 
payment change durjrtg the year.
If buBinesses do not notify oflicials
By RON NORMAN 
[Staff Writer]
Sparked by 1981 assessment 
notices showing significant hikes in 
property values, the Deep Cove and 
Eastern District Property Owners’ 
Association has asked North Saanich 
council for the chance to review the 
municipal budget before its final 
approval.
“We’re concerned, as most 
residents are, with the increase in 
taxes,” association president Larry 
Cross told council Monday night.
He said assessment increases 
prompted concern about potential 
windfall municipal revenues and 
corresponding increases in ex­
penditures.
Council agreed to a meeting later 
this year, which will also include the 
Dean Park and Northwest Mount 
Newton property owners’ 
associations.
But Aid. Jim Cumming pointed 
out assessments and the municipal 
mill rate are not related. He said 
Finance Minister Hugh Curtis 
dropped the figure used to calculate 
taxes from 14 per cent last year to 
only 11 per cent for 1981.
“It has the effect of making our 
mill value less this year than last, in 
spite of building more than 200 
homes,” Cumming said.
And for the most part he’s right, 
says area assessor John Ismay. 
Ismay, who works for the 
Assessment Authority of B.C., the 
independent government agency 
which does tax assessments, says 
“actual value” assessments have 
jumped this year.
The assessors say the figures only 
reflect the buoyant real estate 
market.
But at the same time, Ismay says in 
many cases the assessed values for 
peninsula properties have dropped 
this year because of the drop in the 
figure used to calculate taxes.
An exafnple is a lO^year-bld Wain - 
Road home. It has 1,200 square feet 
and ho basement. Last year its actual 
value set down by AABC in the 
assessment notice was $58,250. This 
year it’s $71,700 — a 23 per cent 
increase.
But the assessed value, a per­
centage of the assessment authority’s 
estimated actual value and which is 
used to figure taxes, went from . 
$8,290 last year to $7,886 in 1981 — a 
five per cent drop.
The same hold^ true for a six-year- 
old, three bedroom home on Bradley 
Dyne, Ismay said. It was given an 
actual value of $90,150 last year, and 
went to $99,700 in 1981. But its 
assessed value dropped from $12,944 
last year to just $10,967 this year — a 
whopping 15 per cent decrease. .
It’s the same ail over the Capital 
Regional District.
In Victoria, assessed values have 
risen only 1.6 per cent on average, 
while the actual value placed by 
assessors has risen an average 33 per / 
cent.
Actual values in Oak Bay are up 42 
per cent, and assessed values up ju.st 
10 per cent. In Esquimau figures are 
39 per cent and 5.8 per cent, while in 
the western communities, actual 
values have jumped 28 per cent, and 
ns.scsscd values 10 per cent.
Ismay said "average” assessments 
arc difficult to pinpoiiu, but a 10- 
year-old I,2(X) square fool, split level 
home on Eastly in Sidney was given 
an actual value assessment of $72,900 
and an assessed value of $8,019,
An “average” house in Brentwood 
would be a LJ-year-old 1,125 square 
fool home on Verdicr Avenue, Its 
actual value was set at $86,750 and its 
assessed value at $9,542.
Assessors say that surprising us the 
actual value assessment figures arc, 
Ihcy arc probably still well below 
market value.
North Saanich Mayor Eric 
Sherwood agrees. He figures 
assessments are a good 10 to 15 per 
cent below market value.
on ceU
To calculate your property taxes, 
simply multiply the assessed value of 
your home by 11 per cent (the fbced 
percentage for residential property).
Using the 10-ycar-old Wain Road 
home example described in the ac­
companying story, the actual value 
assessment of $71,700 multiplied by 
11 per cent produces a ‘ figure of 
$7,886.
Now divide by 1,000 to arrive at 
the dollar amount one mill of 
property tax would produce. In the 
Wain Road home example it is $7.89.
Now multiply by the local mill rate 
— in North Saanich this year it was 
68.357 (though it’s sure to increase 
this year). That gives a total tax bill 
of $539.06. Deduct the homeowner 
grant ($280 last year) and the net 
taxes are $259.06. The same house 
paid net taxes of $286.68 last year.
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An inquest into the death of a 22- 
year-old man who apparently hanged 
himself in Sidney RCMP cells last 
September is set for 7:30 p.m. 
tomorrow (Thursday) in the Sidney 
council chambers.
The inquest had been held up 
pending a toxicology report from 
Vancouver, Sidney cbrbnCr John 
Davidge said.
Paul A. Carson; originally from 
Montreal ^ was found dead in his cell 
Sept. 12 morning. He went missing 
Aug. 19 from the minimum security 
Snowden Forestry camp near 
Campbell River, where he was 
serving nine months definite and two 
years indefinite for theft over $200.
He was arrested at Pat Bay Airport 
Sept. 11 night as he disembarked 
from a plane returning from a 





A 36-ycar-old Brentwood Bay man 
faces five charges including ab­
duction following a Dec. 22 arrest by 
Nanaimo RCMP.
Carl Hansen of Benvenuto Avenue 
is charged with robbery, attempted 
rape and three charges of ubduciion,
Nanaimo RCMP Const. Maurice 
Fitzgerald said Tliursday a small 
quantity of cash was stolen from u 
Nanaimo woman at Country Club 
Mall in Nanaimo. The woman and 
her two children, a son aged eight 
and 10*year okl daughter, were then 
abducted lor what police say wns a 
matter of hour.s to the East 
Wellington area of Nanaimo,
Fitzgerald said the alleged kid­
napper was not armed,
Hansen will be detained at the 
Vancouver Island Regional 
Correctional Centre until a Jan. 6 
appearance in Nimaimo provincial 
court.
ee increase
of changes affecting licensing 
payment the bylaw enforcement 
officer wit! invc'iijvtte,
Kamikawaja said several com­
plaints have been received but, 
“when you explain everything 
tltey’ie usually ainglit.”
In one disputed case however, 
Sidney council appears to have liad, 
second ihoughiH. For laundromais,
fees; increased from $I To SIO per 
washing machine for 1981.
Knmika'.vjis rasid Tuef.d»v/ covincsl 
reviewed the laundromat fee 
schedule at Monday's closed com- 
miitce meeting. Any recom­
mendation will be made public at the 
Jan. 12 council meeting,
*T think we might have been n bit 
too high,“ he said.
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2403 Beacon Ave. 656-3342
A two-Qar’ crash 
Monday morning at the 
McTavish Road - Pat 
Bay Highway in­
tersection sent a 36-year- 
old North Saanich man 
and his three-year-old 
daughter to Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital with 
minor injuries.
Robert .Rayner, 9248 
Balsam Road, Sustained 
an arm injury, while 
daughter Briana suf­
fered a .leg injury. 
RCMP said Rayner was 
driving an eastbound 
vehicle on McTavish 
when it entered the 
intersection and struck a 
southbound car driven 
by Calvin Dolson, 23, of 
10322 Gabriola Place.
Charges are pending 
against Rayner and total 
damage was estimated at 
$4,000.
Vandals hit
Several Central Saanich businesses were hit by 
costly vandalism and theft New Year’s Day.
Police report a Jari. 1 break, enter and theft at 
Grieve Motors Ltd. on East Saanich Road. Stolen 
was $300 in cash and $900 in cheques after thieves 
gained entry by breaking a window.
Five businesses in Saanich Plaza face up to 
$1,200 in replacement costs after vandals threw 
rocks through store windows that same day.
As well, a Central Saanich man has been 
charged with impaired driving following a Jan. 1 
head-on collision at West Saanich and Marchant 
Roads.
Identity of the man will not be released until his 
Jan. 13 appearance in provincial court. Minor 
injuries were sustained to both the charged man 
and two occupants in the second vehicle. Total 
vehicle damage costs are estimated at $5,000.
Central Saanich police chief Bob Miles reports 
an encouraging response from local residents 
alerting police of impaired drivers. Miles said 
Monday more than five suspected cases were 
reported to police this past weekend.
Council balks 
at wage Mke
Welcome to 1981, Carson! Six-pound, 14-oz. Carson 
Randall Lim was first peninsula baby born in New Year, 
arriving at 5:25 a.m. Nov. 2 at Saanich Peninsula Hospital. 








In Brentwood Bay 652-1821
THE WORLD 
IS YOURS.../f 
YOU KNOW THE 
RIGHT PEOPLE.
Wherever you move Ihe Welcome 
Wagon hostess is the right person to 
help you find a place in your new 
community.
PART OF





Herb Brewster has 
resigned in a salary 
dispute, less than six 
months after taking on 
the position.
Brewster told a Dec. 
22 joint meeting of 
Sidney, North Saanich, 
and Central Saanich 
representatives he 
wanted close to a 100 per 
cent wage increase.
Brewster currently 
receives $3,670 a year, of 
which the provincial 
government pays $3,373 
and the three 













Vancetiver Street at Joimson 385*4465
As s public service. McCall 
Bros, provide this booklet. 
For your copy, simply mail 
the attached coupon to 
McCall's. If you have any 
questions about its con­
tents. please feel free to 
contact McCall s by phone 
or by a personal visit.
Brewster said he 
wanted a $3,600 a year 
increase if he was to 
continue in office in 
1981. He told the 
meeting he works almost 
two days a week on 
emergency measures 
business and calculated 
his hourly wage to just 
$2.91.
He said the duties also 
take away a great deal of 
time from his consulting 
business.
Councils balked at the 
proposed increase when 
they learned the full 
$3,600 would fall on 
their shoulders.
“As there was no 
reason to believe the 
provincial government 
would reimburse this 
amount. . . it would be 
the municipalities’ 
responsibility to fund 
this additional amount, 









North and Central 
Saanich councils 
Monday night agreed to 
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OPEN DAIIY FOR 
LUNCH I DINNER 
ICIoMdTutt. I
2558 lievan A VC., 
Sidney








Open Daily 8l30 BFn tO 4 p.m,
656-2398
<Q 656-5331
9810 • 4th 6t., SIdnsy 
► CHICKEN •RIDS •BUHGEnS 
• SOFT ICE CREAM 
Mon. to Ffi, 11-8 








L OPEN DAILY 11 A.M.
L FINE CANADIAN » 
CHINESE FOOD
OINf IN OR lAKl our 
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RESTAURANT
Spotlalliing In Ch(n»«o 
4 Canadian food
(IPtHl MON THUIIS. 4" ■ MIONIfiHI 
Ml, S»l. 4* I* Jill.
SDNOAt 4-|l'p,m,
Dollvory with minimum oidar, 
i!4!)3 Boaenn Ave. 656-3944
Geri’s Food Bar SidneyEislt& Chips
IN “THE pun" Thru Sat. 11:30 • 1:30 noon
Hotel Sidney 4:30 < 7:30 p.m.
CLOSED SUNDAY
Seafood & Burgers & MONDAY
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Thfi Now Buncliiy Biuricll |
lUthervutHHih 656* 15411
Sea Breeze CafeV776 - 4th St,, SIdnay
Orthind iho Rost Oilicu
- SPtflAlUINO IN .«
FI,SH « CHIPS 
Rri)Plt(attlunch’dinn«i 
Oi>»n Daily r an AM - r .ad PM 
Clot*il EunPny 
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Oiirn 7 ii.in.-Miilniuhl 
<.57.4176
hotel Sidney
aa Fool of Beacon Ave.
OCfAN VIEW
Tiy our lani(ni!i salad bar 











Pi(.F Up , TaF» Oul
3-470 tlRROori Av*. «SN-I»12
AKOMOKE GOIJ' COURSE, 930 Artimtirc Or. anti 
West Saanich RontI, Sidney 
A cozy, 9-holcr, ideal for families. Beautiful scenery 
and special iwiliglit rates for 9-liole game. Clubs and 
cart rentals -- picnic and barbecue facilities — 




im I EGGSHELL LATEX
■„ .1 Rtigulcir $18-49
I "" '«">» «4 !' L sale
I I M price
$1 Q88
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hiuu. Su I II, U •! III. • il p'lit
Saturday 10 am. • 10 p fn,
6564115
2450 BEACON AVE.
SIDNEY TUAVELODGE, 2280 lUacon Ave., 
Sidney. 656-1176,
Fnnaies Place every Friday and Saturday nigln 9 
p.rn. to 2 a.m,, dance to music of the ’50s featuring 
in the l.oimgc, Richard King, Guitar Vocalist, 8p.m. 
to Midnight.
Stripovin P re pasted 
Vinyl Coated
WALLCOVERINGS
FhiBulnr $G.99 d' ^ 0 0
SALE
" RollPRICE
THE MARINITtS’ MUSEUM '.. A rnuM. lo .u:c
when in Sidney -- an Out,standing Maritime and 
Nautical Collection located next to the Clipper 
Inn, 2554 Bevun. I'lionc 656-6633.
Hotirw Daily 10 a.m. to 4 p.m, Sundays I to 4 p.m. 
Closed Tuesday and Wednesday.
9768 — 5111 Street, Sidney, 656-3975
8 - 5:00 Weekdays 0:30 - 5 p.m. Saturday 10-4 p,m, Sunday
PUTTMi;
I ciovnrdale |
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TRANSIT LEVY
Compromise plan?
Within the next two weeks the 
ministry of municipal affairs is 
expected to announce a compromise 
proposal to the controversial transit 
levy.
Capital Region District chairman 
Norma Sealey said Monday the 
Urban Transit Authority has not 
been officially notified by the 
provincial government on a new tax 
formula but “unofficially”, levy 
rebates may be forthcoming.
The CRD had replaced an un­
popular $7.50 a month charge per 
meter for commercial tmd industrial 
users with a 5.5 per cent levy against 
total electric bills.
Municipal Affairs Minister Bill
I
■il;
Vander Zalm however, rejected that 
bylaw claiming the charge would 
discourage new investment. The 
move then left regional governments 
uncertain how revenue would be 
raised to pay transit deficits.
“Definitely the pressure of big 
business has brought this about,” 
says Sealey. “They (merchants) seem 
to feel they should pay the same as 
some little corner business.”
The rejected bylaw would have 
affected refunds to those people who 
had been overcharged through the 
levy retroactive to April 1.
“If they’re going to come up with 
some money to rebate those that have 





Commission would like 
everyone to jump on the 
1981 fitness wagon and 
suggests a pleasure pass 
— purchased for $2 — 
to enable participants to 
drop into as many as 17 
programs which include 
swimming, skating, 
volleyball, badminton, 
water polo, ladies 
morning fitness and 
more.
The introduction to 
Fun and Fitness for 
adults starts Jan. 12-16 
and passes can be ob­





Sandown Racetrack’s new facilities || 
currently under construction are a “fire 
hazard”. Aid. Jim Cumming warned North 
^ Saanich council Monday night.
I Cumming charged the new facilities will be
II inadequately serviced with water for fire 
protection unless a new six-inch pipeline and ||
|l three fire hydrants are installed.
He said the current 1'/2-inch pipeline is 
insufficient, as is the 10,(X)0 gallon reservoir at | 
■' the west end of the 78-acre site, 
li He suggested the provincial fire com-.
II missioner in Vancouver and the insurance p 
^ underwriters be informed of the “massive § 
'N development” with only a 1'/a-inch line ser- 
|| vicing it. |
II But municipal clerk Ted Fairs advised that 
Il the 10,000 gallon reservoir was enlarged | 
to handle fire protection, and the building | 
plans have been approved by the fire com­
missioner.
Still, Cumming said there must be 
something wrong when a grandstand and | 
stables housing expensive horses can be built | 
^ without requiring a proper piped water supply | 
II which is readily available.
II Council agreed to inform the fire com- j
I missioner a piped water supply is available |
and ask if it should be installed. I
II w; If he says no, then the municipality has no | 






[aail’fe *Hoa®e of Popfepaifes’
9227 E. Saanich Rd., Sidney
656-4245











With the introduction 
of improved transit 
service to the Saanich 
Peninsula, Capital 
Regional District 




sportation planner D. 
Langley says the 
Saanichton area will be 
monitored to assess 
whether the volume of 
commuters travelling 
to Saanichton before 
boarding buses requires 
an official parking area.
Because a site close to 
East Saanich Road 
would be preferred, 
planners have indicated 
Saanichton Agricultural 






With students' safety 
in mind, the Mount 
Newton parent advisory 
committee has 
recommended to Central 
Saanich Council several 
measures to upgrade the 
safety of children 
walking and biking to 
school.
Pareitts suggest the 
current ciosswalk at the 
crest of a hill be moved 
to Kirkpatrick for belter 
visibility.
2475 BEACON AVE., 
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FENCING LTD.
All kinds ol loncing ..
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l.ii III
"Good Fences Make Goort 
Neighlwurs" 
JOrOKFATINGXRO.
WEEKDAYS 9 - 9 SUNDAYS 11-9
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WALLACE DR. & W. SAAMICH RD.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
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WEATHER SUMMARY 







Total lor Year.......................... 24.2
Sunshine...................................18.2
Total for Year.......................   16.2
LONG TERM AVERAGES
...................6.0
(13.3) 31st Doc. '58 
...................0.0
Record Min. . 








View of Roberts Bay, from the beach at 3rd Street.
letters
Attend Tbc Church of Your Choice This Weekend
It would be easy to dismiss the 
teachers’ ' battle for full indexing of 
pensions as irresponsible and selfish. 
Very few people already share the 
privilege of having their pensions ad­
justed to the cost of living and it’s only 
human — although not particularly 
logical — to think in terms of “why 
should teachers have this if 1 don’t?’’
As well, many people have come to 
think of teachers as rather privileged 
persons, anyway. Their salaries range 
from $12,0W for a rookie, reaching a 
maximum in eight or nine years. 
Average teacher’s salary in 1981 is 
$27,817. Administrators (principals) 
earn between $37,000 and $40,(X)0 
annually.
And what about all those long 
holidays and easy hours. A cushy life?
Not so. There are, of course, as in 
every job or profession, a sprinkling of 
time servers, the ones who do the least 
for the most, but teachers do not work 
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
The great majority give up a great deal 
of their own tinjft^ students ~ during 
their lunch hours,"Stter schpol weekdays 
and during weekends. This fact is in- 
-g;disputable.:./'V
Whether it’s coachirig students for 
scholarships^ organizing sports, clubs or 
theatre, teacher involvement is high in 
student life outside school — and this is 
obviously necessary.
" That’s why — although we do have 
some sympathy for teachers in their 
current situation — we tend to agree 
with Saanich school board trustee Lois 
Walsh who says she would be “really 
upset if they (teachers) use our children” 
in their fight with the government over 
pensions.
We don’t believe teachers should go 
ahead with their work to rule plan, 
which will inevitably cut out after school 
activities and deprive students. Con­
tinued negotiations with the govern­
ment, even lobbying for support from 
the public — these are better methods of 
achieving a fair and just settlement than 
hurting our youngsters.
These are oiir sentiments but we’d like 
to know what our readers think. Please 
fill in the Have Your Say public survey 
coupon printed for your convenience on 
page 5, This is a regular feature in The 
Review and serves as a forum for the 
public, a chance for residents to air their 
opinions.
Drop your comments off at our 
general office on 3rd Street in Sidney or 
mail to the address given on the coupon.
If you care.
Two years ago a concerted and successful local 
public involvement was responsible for stopping 
residential and commercial development by North 
Saanich Marina Ltd., then known as Bosun’s 
Marina, which it felt would have a damaging 
effect on a rather special section of our coast.
Since that time, a number of things have 
happened. In 1979, Bob Wright managed to have 
the land removed from the Agricultural Land 
Reserve against the wishes of North Saanich 
council. Earlier in 1980, he applied for a 
development permit for residential housing. And 
the company is now pushing council for an 
extension of their water lease to accommodate 
some 830 new boats.
When Mr. Wright’s company purchased the 
property in 1977, they knew that the entire area 
was covered by a federal act for the protection of 
migratory birds dated 1931. This coverage was 
fully confirmed in 1978. They also know that our 
local community plan had been adopted in 1976, 
which makes special reference to this area and its 
importance to the peninsula in general. Council 
endorsed this plan and agreed to support the 
principle outlined by individual and public 
statement during the last election.
It is also a well-known local fact that the area 
contains the site of a native Canadian burial 
ground and remains of a village, and supports a 
healthy seal colony and breeding ground, not to 
mention our great blue heron families, otters, and 
an entire structure of life-forms all dependent 
upon each other for their well-being and ours^
A great deal of money was spent to put our 
community plan together and to lay out 
guidelines for the growth and benefit of our 
conimunity as a whole. Peninsula residents are 
how under extreme pressure to change those 
guidelines, mainly from people who do not live 
here and who do not plan to live here: 
developers, highways, hydro. Capital Regional 
District, B.C. Ferries, and provincial planners. .
We are being financially manipulated in terms 
of the extent of our water mains, sewers, power 
lines, police force, road safety, agriculture and 
unspoiled natural land, not to mention tran­
sportation and recreation. Things that affect all 
of us at least some of the time.
We do elect our own local representatives. If 
we don’t support them and let them know what 
we feel, they are likely to be swayed in confusion 
by those outside pressures, leaving us standing 
angry on our new blacktopped peninsula!
What can we do? A great deal by working and 
planning together, whether we want to build, or 
save trees, help our kids, or fish. It may cost us 
all a bit of time now. It is nothing to what it will 
cost us in the future if we allow our community 
plans to be cut down. If you care, please write.
Stella Bliss 
10825 Macdonald Park Road,
Mary tms in clover
Strikes again. Won’t people ever learn? When 
1 was 12 in southern Ireland I recall my dad — 
who was “great" — being delighted because a 
union had been formed whereby a housemaid 
would get more pay. The one in our house 
received 12 pounds sterling a year and her 
uniform, board, etc. Ruddy riduculous, but 
Mary Maguire was or thought she was — in
clover. Mary was great. She came to our rather 
large house when she was 16 and stayed 20 years.
God bless her memory.
Now it is 58 years later and strikes, not 
necessarily strikers, are evil and very busy, 
perhaps unknowingly, trying to wreck our 
economy and increase the preposterous and 
dreadful inflation in which we have to try to live.
G.L.R. Warren,
1611 McTavish Road, 
Sidney.
Council Mew it
Oh that time of year again. Jan. 2, renewal of 
business license, and a brand new adventure in yet, 
another saga of supposed government efficiency. 
Makes one wonder just how many tax dollars 
were spent pondering this brilliant new idea.
Gome on now you people at the helm of our 
town, where are the new ideas, the great planning, 
the fairness and the foresight which you put 
forward when running for office?
Having been on a council in a town about this 
size, I know new ideas are not easily accepted. I 
also know we have to generate all the revenues 
needed from the best probable source. But why 
the small business man who is already taxed to 
death?
What ever happened to the flat rate for 
business, which wa,s considered fair and just, or 
business’ taxed on volume? Are still new business’ 
exempt for a period of time?
During this great debate did council take into 
consideration the small businessman that has his 
family working for him because that is simply the 
only way he can make ends meet .
Sidney needs all its small businesses. Without 
them we would have more unemployment then we 
have now. We as employers with small business 
find it very hard to pay the extras that is required 
of us now. (Our share of pensions, unem­
ployment insurance, and holiday pay, that money 
small business men cannot afford to have 
themselves.)
I watch the council of Sidney with much respect 
for the job it is trying to do, I think we have an 
excellent mayor and council whose first priority is 
for the people of Sidney.
So I say to our mayor and council, not Happy 
New Year but you blew it this time.
Mrs. Barbara Lazarenko 
10984 Madrona
Homecoming
Brandon, Manitoba will mark its 100th an­
niversary in 1982 and preparations for the 
celebration of this historic occasion arc well 
underway.
One of the major functions of the year will be 
Homecoming, designated for the period July 3 to 
11 inclusive, and the centennial committee is now 
in the process of establishing a register of persons 
who formerly resided in the city of Brandon. 
Through the courtesy of your newspaper, we 
would ask any cx-Brandonites in your area to 
send their names and addresses to us so they may 
be piaced on our homecoming maiiing iist. Such 
correspondence should be addressed to the 
Brandon Centennial Committee, P.O. Box 1982, 
Brandon, Man. R7A 6A3.







9:45 a.m. Sunday 
School for all ages 
11:00 a.m. Morning 
Worship
6:00 p.m. Evening 
Fellowship
Wed., Jan. 14 
7:30 p.m. Bible Study 
& Prayer Meeting






Sunday, Jan. 11 
Epiphany I 














Pastor Ernie Kratofil 
Phone 477-8478









































792 Sea Dr. 
Brentwood Bay
Sunday, Jan. 11 
8:30 a.m. Communion 
11:00a.m. Morning 
Prayer




A.L. Isaac 652-2138 
A.S. McNeil 
652-26511.





















Sunday, Jan. 11 
Epiphany!
8:00 a.m. Communion 
11:00 a.m. Morning 
Prayer
















I Wod.,Jan. 14 
10:00 a.m. Communion 
ST. STEPHEN’S 
Sun., Jan. 11 




Rev. Ivan Flitter 
652-2812 
Office 6.52-4311 






10 ,1.01.. 11 ,i.m, anil 7 p.m. 
Wed. I’t.iyi.'t Mcelin,’ 7 p.ni. 















From the Jan. 8,1931, Insuc of The Review.
Europe, South America, Australia and one 
point in Africa (Ceuta, Morocco) can now be 
reached by tclcplionc from any point in the 
■.province served by the long-distance lines of the 
B.C. Telephone Co, Until this new extension, the 
tran.s-occanic Kcrvicc was restricted to Greater 
Vancouver.
'***.'■
Captain Macgrcgor F. Macintosh of Salt 
Spring Island has announced to The Review hl.N 
willingness to seek nomination as Conservative 
candidate in the coming byelcctlon to fill the 
vacancy in the local legislature caused by the
resignation of Col. C.W. Peck.
» « *
The many friends of Mr. H.L. McKenzie of 
Sidnev Super Service Oarage will be sorry to hear 
he is ill at Rest Haven Hospital.
40 YEARS AGOi
From the Jan. 8,1941, Iwic of The Review,
Tli'anlt-i lu Di. Black,’ the I'lUm 'ivliu nuidc ilic 
cfficicm spray-nozjtle for fighting chimney fires 
and presented same to the local brigade, two more 
bad chimney fi(C.s have been “smollicrcd to 
ikrtlh". Tluusduy Mis. John Copitliomc, Deep
isiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiliiliiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiuuiiiiiiimiimiiiigiiiiluu
Cove, called for help and the boys put the spray 
to work on a chimney blaze that for a time seemed 
lobe going places.
But the "fog" from the nozzle soon put a 
crimp in the idea. Again today abut noon another 
chimney blaze in the house next to Sidney Trading 
was snuffed out.
30 YEARS AGO:
From (he Jan. 3,19S11, Issue of Tlie Review.
Denis Morris Sutherland of Marine Drive, 
Sidney, is n proud young man. He achieved the 
distinction of arriving into the world four hours 
after, the new year. His promptness in making his 
appearance’on the heels of 1950 as.sured he was 
the first 1951 bahy born in North Saanich,
Denis’ parents arc Mr. and Mrs. Morris J. 
Sutherland. Denis is already well-known at Rest 
Haven Hospital, where he arrived,
.Long-established link between the peninsula 
and the rest of Vancouver Island, the Brentwood- 
Mill Bay ferry, Is to be discontinued. This an- 
nouiiccmcnl wa-s made io Thu keview by J.A. 
Wilbyof Victoria, a director of Coast Ferries 
Ltd., the operators of the “Brentwood", The 
present contractors have held the contract for this 
terry tor five years. When govcinmciu calicd (or
lenders at the close of the contract. Coast Ferries 
Ltd, called for an increase in subsidy from $5,000 
to $21,300 lo offset tremendous operating costs. 
But tender was not accepted.
20 YEARS AGO;
From the Jan. 4,1%1, Issue of The Review,
A disastrous fire on Christmas morning 
compibtely destroyed the residence of Mrs. Hilda 
Hartrec on Walker Hook Road, Ganges. The 
voluiuccr fire department battled the fire for 
several hours and managed to keep It from 
spreading, although the house and contents were
almost a complete loss.
>1^ * *
No increase in salary has been granted teachers 
of Gulf Islands School District. The board of 
trustees established a new record when they R.sked 
teachers to accept a reduction In pay, instead of 
the Increase sought ,
10 YEARS AGO:
From the Jan* 6* WL l««ue of The Review.
Sad to relate, the stork appears to have 
ncgiccleu to visit Rest Haven Hu.viiilul since ilic 
dawn of the New Year, It has been the custom for 
The Review to print a picture of the year’s newest 
arrival, but up to press time the opporiunliy was 
denied us. Most unusual.
OUR LADY OF THE 
ASSUMPTION 



























7:30 p.m. Wednesday 
Prayer
ALL ARE WELCOME
P.islor H.E. Dawes 
656-6940






Panorama Leisure Centro 
(upstairs Loungo) 






7:30 p.m. Homo Study
Groups
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10364 McDonald I'.trk Rd
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: iKsiiatwfeW Via Western
Seal
f70 Pat Bay Hwy.




; Cordova Sav. BrenfwdoS
■81 Curtis ' J
hautjuiatlon at Servico ' VJ 
Expansion January 2,
Under sunny skies, 
Saanich - and- The 
Islands MLA Hugh 
Curtis officially opened 
expanded peninsula 
transit service Friday. 
Sidney Mayor Norma 
Sealey spoke on the 
major improvement in 
routing and bus service 
and recalled a time when 
peninsula riders had to 
siarjd in crowded buses 
to Victoria. Gifts to 
mark the occasion were 
presented to Sealey, 
Curtis and Dee 
Cameron, seven-year 
employee of Sidney bus 
depot. Also on hand 
were Central Saanich 
Mayor Dave Hill, North 




North Saanich council has ruled out any Canoe 
Cove Marina foreshore expansion — at least for 
the time being.
Council said last month it will consider any 
Canoe Cove Marina proposal, but is “not 
prepared to relinquish any foreshore leases to 
Canoe Cove Marina at this time.”
Council also rejected any parallel between 
Canoe Cove Marina and North Saanich Marina. 
In light of council’s recent. negotiations with 
North Saanich Marina owner Bob Wright for 
water lease expansion in Tsehum Harbor, Canoe 
Cove Marina had asked for similar consideration.
But Aid. Jim Cumming argued, “The parallel 
was drawn by them (Canoe Cove Marina), and
we’re saying we don’t see it.” Cumming added 
that as taxpayers, the marina owners are entitled 
to make proposals to council “ad infinitum”.
In an October letter to council. Canoe Cove 
Marina said it was “astounded” by council’s 
negotiations with North Saanich Marina for 
water lease expansion in Tsehum Harbor.
The letter said council should have had the 
courtesy to notify Canoe Cove Marina that under 
certain terms and conditions council would 
permit water lease expansion.
Canoe Cove Marina owners also advised it 
would, make another water lease expansion ap­
plication.
Deep Cove Chalet 
will b® clos®d





The unmistakeable charm 
of particularly good taste 
in ladies clothing and 
accessories
From






Baking has been our business 
since 1903














Should the provincial government restore full 
indexing for teachers' pensions?





May we use your name for publication? YesD NoD
Mai! to: The Sidney Review, 9831 • 3rd Street, Sidney, P.O. Box 2070, V8L ,3S5
Lots of Rebuilt Latrnmowers
-many different makes and models 
-Side Baggers, Rear Baggers
Holding 1980 Prices 
Until iarch 1981 on 
Tune-Ups and Sharpening
Qet it Done How 




Exclusive TROY-BILT Dealers 
“When you’re the finest - 
It’sTlard to be Humble”
658-8882
I
Now, you get the best of both 
worlds on CHEK-TV. It's now a full 
fledged member of the CTV 
Network. So you'll see all of CTV's 
first run feature films, news, public 
affairs and national sports 
programming. You'll also see 
shows you've previously received 
on BCTV from Vancouver. Popular 
programming like Vancouver 
Canucks'week-night hockey and 
White Caps' soccer games.
But there's more.
You will now see shows not avail­
able to you on any other Canadian 
channel. Like Hill Street Blues, 
Flamingo Road and many more.
So turn to CHEK-TV. For a new look 
now seen on 20 rebroadcasting 





PRESENTS MUSIC (or (he 
WHOLE Family 
, Sunday Jsn. 11, iO • 11 a.m.
(They will bo porformInQ during (ho family worship 
servicd as well)
FVFRYANF WEICOME
I’urt ol Iho Dnliiiil't Columbia 
leloviF.ioo Rfoadcaolino Synlorn.
m
“A inondly family Church serving In contra! 
Saanich”,
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1 "MFLATION FIGHTER ^ INFLAmN FSGHm IWF14TI0W FIGHTER 1 INFLATION FIGHTER V
FLAKED
TUNA
B Scotch Buy. Light.
1 $129









or Vegetable. Town House
SCOTCH BUY
MARGARINE







We are constantly looking for good buys 
(seasonal products in plentiful supply, special 
manufacturer promotions, etc.) that we can 
pass along to customer in the form of 
weekly price specials.
We are exploring every opportunity to 
reduce expenses without cutting 
customer service.
We help our customers stretch their food 
dollars in these ways:
a) We tell customers about our merchandise 
selections so they can make informed 
choices;
b) We distribute money>saving recipes 
and meal planning ideas.





Scotch Buy. Frozen........... ............ ........ fabag g q
Jb.
. J V






Scotch Buy. Frozen......................... ................
French Fries
Scotch Buy. Frozen. Regular or Crinkle Cut.
B I
B
2 It ( 07 g) b
Hash Browns



























Town House. Fancy. 14 fl. oz. (398mL)Tin. . ....................
Strawberries
Scotch Buy. 14 fl. oz. (398 mL)Tin..........___
I y. it .  f'
Trash Bags
Scotch Buy. Kitchen. Package of 24
Trash Bags
Scotch Buy. 26” x 36". (66 cm x 91 cm). Pkg. of 20....
Empress. Orange. 23.3 oz. (660 g). (
Bartlett Pears





Fresh. Whole or Half
($4,14 kg), lb. I ($3.72 kg)
ms Pork Liver
'For Beef and












side. 500 g Package — ......... .
Olympic.
375 g Sliced Loaf.................. . JIM
BoiognassTpSckage...................«1.39'
Brealdast Sausage So,p,cKa9. ih«1,59
Chopped and Formed. &*| ;|jg 
Previously Frozen. ($3.26 kg) It,, |Chicken Cutletles? ^ °






No. f Grade 
($1.07 kg) lb.
P0TM0Kis,«2“
ctsccK CUR nmm shoppe




Calliotnia Grown ,Ernperof.($i.5i Koi
■ ’iV
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Scotch Buy. Long Grain. or Ready Cut Macaroni
GROUND
COFFEE
























Scotch Buy. Assorted. 14 (398 mL)Tin............................
Peas & ^rots 9 HQ^
TasteTei/s. 14fl.oz.(398mL)Tin;.................... IL tor Ww
Cream Corn 9
TastaTeHs. 14fl.oz.(398mL)Tin........................   .& for 1^'SsJ
Kerne! Corn MO
In Brine. Town House. Whole. 14 fl. oz. (398 mL)Tin..............
Kernel Corn
Scotch Buy. Whole. Vac Pak. 12 fl. oz. (341 nnL)Tin. ......
Green Beans
Sliced Beets A 5$
Scotch Buy. 14 fl. oz. (398 mL)Tin..................... ,^h w'
i;
Kidney Beans A C|$
Scotch Boy. Light Red. 14 fl. oz. (398 mL)Tin............... .. a ^
Spaghetti oisc
In Tomato Sauce. Scotch Buy. 14fl.oz. (398mL)Tin..........
Chunk Tuna $1 M
Solid Tuna $1 AO
Scotch Buy. Light. 184 g Tin........................................... 1 a « w
Dressing for Saiads $1
Instant Coffee ^ M
Jelly Powders ofslg)
Empress. Assorted......    •. ■ • • • ■ • ■ “ pkgs.
m
Instant Chocolate « £07




Scotch Buy. Package of 100.......................................... i
*2.29
TO kg bag ^ h03
Liquid Bleach $1





White Magic. 128 fl. oz. (3.62 Litre) Jug
Shampoo
or Creme Rinses. Scotch Buy. Assorted. 900 mL Bottle....
Baby Shampoo
Truly Fine. 1 Litre Bottle. ....
iiicire
CHEESE
White or 60% Whole Wheat Snow Star. Assorted
SAVE
7fio
24 oz. (680 g) 
Sliced Loaves...
Litre 













Deluxe II or Country Recipe 
520 g Package
or Snackin'Cake 
380 g Package 













H Plain Yogourt lucerne
Raisin Bread
■ • .1 kg Tub 
I6OZ. (454 g) Sliced Loaf ,.
.49 
.19
Yogourt Dessert)Stu?1 .23 
iVlargarine 'pCIv. (i.36ko, ... 3 .99
Lucerne ii >
White, . Canada Grade Hoo/.,
Lucerne. 
Assorted. 
Frozen 1 LT b




150 mL BONUS SIZE
Househi
I ^ exposure 
flC roll,..
5|f| exposure 








12'8 BONUS SIZE ...
1 Dish Cloths
36
Just drop your 
film off and pick 









Cliiig Free . ...^4.05
• ■ UMCr iS;.?S7«M"?n's









Package of 54 Sheets ..... . ..
Sunlight 2.4 bgb..^3.88
Prices Effective January 5-10
in your Friendly Sidney Safeway Store
PHOTO ALBUM * ® „





We reserve the right to limit Quantities.
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THIS WEEK’S 
SPECIAL
Soup of the day 
or Chef s Salad
Dover Sole Meuniere 
Bahed Stuffed Potato 
& Fresh Vegetables
Beverage.








11:30 -2:30 p.m. 
We will be carving 
a hip of beef 
in our new 
diningroom.
per person ‘‘Staywithus —
■30 Beautifully Appointed Tudor Rooms”
_ 2476 Mt.NowtonX Rood 652-1U6








Let me get you 
the best rate for a 
“payout” annuity 
from over 30 
life insurance and 
trust companies.
ROGER E.G. HARMSTON
384- 8075 — Pager 1255
652-2228 Res.
385- 1471 Bus.


















North Saanich council’ has suspended any 
subdivision proposals for the Curteis Point area 
pending the solution to the traffic problem at the 
intersection of Pat Bay Highway and Tryon 
Road.
Aid. Jay Rangel, who initiated the move, said 
he was glad fellow aldermen understood and 
acepted the problem. Rangel, who also lives in 
Curteis Point, said the situation is simply “an 
accident waiting to happen.’’
He cautioned there is a “mild problem of 
legality” with council’s latest move. “It has to 
end up with a bylaw,” he explained.
Rangel said he is also going to seek help from 
Saanich and the Islands MLA and Finance 
Minister Hugh Curtis to solve the traffic problem.
01! 0t!i lli THE 0EliFT^000 OEUT^E
II1, i 'il S11 Is ' hf:.‘;5 HM g'iJ3
★ HOME AND OFFICE INSTALLATION
(in-home service and estimates FREE)
★ CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY
★ DRAPES AND SHADES
★ BOAT UPHOLSTERY
★ KIRSCH RODS and ACCESSORIES




k:'vJ \.,K S \ ,#'l
<ly-' '* ■ nv.iiwr.v-" t
OPENING SPECIAL:
nils' /-^}k ,1
^ ^ I i ! 1 ^ a/
LjlJ [If 'l- n :









Merrill Lacheur, Don McMahon and 
Caroline Ellison are pleased to 
bring to the Peninsula the latest in 
Drapery and Upholstery and invite 
you to come in and meet us!
Free Coffee and Donuts!













V.. .-!• ,^v,-<^^Av >') w^%MM ..M'i'i.V'y'l'^-ik'Ms wm i®sWM p. l^ipipiiMpisilii
DRIFTWOOD eENTlE
THE FOLLOWING MEHCHANTS WELCOME THE ARRIVAL OF ’DRAPES ’M SHADES’ TO THE CENTRE AND INVITE 
YOU TO COiE IN, GET AQUAINTED AND TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE MANY JANUARY SPECIALS NOW ON!
••oocvc
H
Gerry & Fran Flint are pleased to announce the completion & occupation 
of the “Driftwood Centre” at the corner of Fifth & Beacon, and would 
take this opportunity to welcome the merchants to the centre and wish 
them success & prosperity in their new premises. To the citizens of 
Sidney and the Peninsula — Thank You for your support over the years 






mmm wsmm&m mmwmwmmwMmm &vm<
‘Our business is building’
652-iiOl
COMGRATULATIONS TO THE NEW MERCHANTS
We were pleased to have been chosen as general contractor for the Drint- 
wood Centre and hope you will find it a “pleasant place to do business” 
for many years to come.















ALL LP’S (inci. Top 10)
TAPES & POSTERS
mum niioEtE in-store specials





AIR CANADA’S WINTER SEAT SALE
IAN. 17 ta FEB. 28
SALE STARTS 
WED. JAN. Tth
In the group, are 











9:30 • 5:00 Monday thru Saturday
HaWNMMMMWMIMWMUNIM
V/SA
PLUS MANY MORE - CAU US AT 6S6-SS61






20% to 50% OFF
I \ Fthihuvh 





SEPARATES.. . . . . . . . . 20% OFF





Bon Richardson, JudI Parlltl, Oodlroy Walls,
Helen Pen*, Karol DriJ*l, Larry Prudcii
The managoment and stall or Century 21, Saanich Peninsula Realty Lid., are pleased to 
congralulolo Mr. and Mrs, Gerry Dinl on Iho completion ol the Driftwood Centro, Wo are pro­
ud to I.VC tcnarits ol the centre and Invite mir many lircnde ond cnsiemere to call In and cce nur 
lino now premises,
'^eiiOrW'^''
or656-0131. JKiliJ 'XiV- fsitl '
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BATESON KARATE SCHOOL
in the
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS HALL









For registration or Information — 3S3'"433^
TLOVERDALE RACEWAY had a mutuel 
handle of more than $42 million last year and the 
daily average of about $353,000 is an 18 per cent 
increase over 1979. The year ended on a high note 
with the Dec. 29 doubleheader boosting the 
mutuel total by $865,625 and the New Year’s Eve 
card producing $472,385 worth of betting 
business . . . and the Cloverdale year ended with 
an extra bang when the Dec. 31 Triactor com­
bination of 7-2-3 retunied $5,192.20. The No. 7 
horse was Senga Suntan, which paid $50.50 to 
win . . . selecting Montreal Expos as the 
Canadian team of 1980 was merited on the basis 
of the interest they stirred across the nation, but 
they didn’t win and the only thing Canadian 
about the Expos is their ownership and their base 
of operation . . . one team not likely to make it 
this year is the Toronto Maple Leafs. They are 
not now even a reasonable facsimile of the team 
which once was one of the proudest and finest 
sports organizations in our land. The pride seems 
to have gone ... for those who have watched 
Wayne Gretzky play no statistics should surprise, 
but it still astounds a bit to be reminded that as an 
11-year-old he scored 378 goals in 68 games . . . 
there could be a change this year but the last nine 
winning Super Bowl quarterbacks all wore No. 12 
. . . one can’t help but wonder from time to time 
about what became of Derek Sanderson, and also 
all those people who were once proclaiming that 
Fred Shero was light years ahead of all other 
hockey coaches . . . New York Mets had a light 
bill of $64,000 in 1964, their first year in Shea 
Stadium. Now their tab for electricity is about 
$700,000 for a year . . . the University of 
Michigan football team has a streak of more than 
30 home games in which attendance has exceeded 
100,000 . . . it’s the biggest bash in professional 
sport, and no wonder because the National 
Football League spends about $500,000 on its 
annual Super Bowl party . . . and how many fans 
can remember when there was an NFL team 
called the Steagles, who were a combination of 
the Philadelphia Eagles and the Pittsburgh 
Steelers . . . and that reminds one of the more 
amusing moments in Victoria sport when the 
tickets for the city entry in the Continental 
Football League (1967) came out printed Victoria 
Stealers...
HERB BROOKS, who became an instant 
celebrity when the U.S. won the Olympic hockey 
championship, doesn’t appear to have the kind of 
loyalty he expected from the players he coached. 
Not managing an NHL contract, he signed for 
two years with a Swiss team but now with two or
three NHL clubs likely to change coaches, he 
resigned before the end of his first year with the 
comment that the Swiss don’t need an Olympic 
coach because they haven’t got Olympic hockey 
material . . . there is some curiosity about what 
Tom Schmit did with the Chevrolet he won last 
year by sinking a field goal from mid-floor in a 
half-time competition staged by Milwaukee Bucks 
of the National Basketball Association. Schmit is 
a Ford-Mercury dealer . . . Minnesota Vikings 
contributed quite a bit last Saturday in extending 
a record they’d like to forget. When they blew a 
lead in the second half to lose to Philadelphia 
Eagles in the NFL quarter-finals it made it 15 
times in a row in which they had been beaten in 
their last game of the season ... a good thing 
didn’t last too long at Yakima Meadows, where it 
was quickly discovered that a mutuel machine had 
been left operative while a race was being run. It 
was estimated that as many as 23 winning Exacta 
combinations were punched out after the first two 
horses had crossed the finish line. That reduced 
the payoff from $359 to $251.25 . . . outfielder 
Tony Armas of the Oakland Athletics had an 
outstanding 1980 season capped by a Golden 
Glove award and isn’t going to have to play any 
longer for $34,000 per, but whether he should get 
the $700,000 he’s seeking is another matter . . . 
manager Dick Williams of the Montreal Expos
was inclined to think that outfielder Ron LeFlore 
was more of a liability than an asset despite good 
statistics, and there was some backing for the 
opinion when only one club took LeFlore in the 
re-entry draft . . . Washington State basketball 
coach George Raveling says he became involved 
in basketball because the Philadelphia high school 
he attended had the same coach for its football 
and basketball teams. According to Raveling, the 
coach decided on team personnel by taking all his 
players on a run through a forest and placed those 
who ran into trees on the football team . . .
* * *
TIGER WILLIAMS may have benefitted more 
presence when Toronto Maple Leafs let him go 
but he has become a sort of a folk hero in Van- 
'couver, even to the extent that a fellow who may 
have a vote has suggested he should be the 
league’s all-star leftwing choice this season. The 
trade has means a new career for Williams, and 
he’s not missing the chance to cash in on it . . . 
Joe Paterno of Penn State has long been one of 
U.S. college football’s most successful coaches in 
the matter of turning out winning teams but he 
stands far out front in the statistic that counts the 
most — 90 per cent of the players on his teams 
who had scholarships graduated . . . Gordie 
Howe is not without a sense of humor, and there 
was a whimsical acknowledgement' when he 
named the lounge area in his Hartford restaurant 
the Elbow Room . . . Seattle Seahawks are in­
clined to agree that it doesn’t take much to make 
a big difference. In compiling a 9-7 log in 1979, 
they won four times on the last play of the game. 
In 1980, they lost five games in the last three 
minutes and wound up 4-12 . . . Nelson 
Skalbania, the publicity-conscious Vancouver 
wheeler-dealer who seems intent on acquiring a 
sports empire, appears to have dropped out of the 
bidding for baseball’s Seattle Mariners. The 
reason, a Seattle newspaper has suggested, was 
that there was the request that 60 per cent of the 
$12.2 million purchase price be paid in cash . . . 
sportscaster Ken Dobson is seldom in more 
trouble than when he is left in charge of a motor 
vehicle. About a year ago there was an involved 
incident in Montreal when the use of the wrong 
ignition key put two cars out of business, then last 
month he lost his wife’s car when he couldn’t 
remember where he had parked it. . . linebacker 
Larry Cole of the Dallas Cowboys won’t soon 
forget the touchdown .he scored after an in­
terception. A day after the big moment he said 
“After having a night to think about it and after 
looking at the game film I have to admit that I am 
totally impressed with myself.”
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When dreary winter days put you in the doldrums, here 
is a small tip to brighten a fisherman’s day; Fish seem 
to bite best when the sun does not shine brightly on the 
water. That is one reason why fishing is better at 
daybreak and dusk and on cloudy or rainy days. One of. ' M 
the theories on this, according to Charlie White ih’' 
“How to Catch Salmon” is that salmon and other fish 
have no eyelids to shut out the bright sun. Also, their 
iris does not adjust to light changes as do humans’ or, ||| 
other animals’ eyes. ' . ' M







Factory Authorized Service Shop 
for




2075 Tryon Rd., Sidney 
at Westpoint Marina
656-1221
Open 7 Days A Week
Mon. - Fri. 9-5 Sat. - Sun. 9-2
^ ^ ^ ' i>T ■ r lift ' i
\ Marins Repairs .^ Fabrication V .V
, Arc Welding ® Shaft, PropellW ^ Coupling Repairs , I
6ot» M Repair & Replacement 
' ‘ -MariBer" "
8? 1v', 1,'' H s*' pa
. . , ,.5 ..v„»»«.3oalRepirstlL«!w,.. ..
; . Be neatly to Go in m ' !>
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"World's hn;icst Ihn/liiwr dealer"
Tryon Rd., Sldtvi'y
"'I
7 new and used • sail and power 
10431 rtesthavon6!!;6-7286
(corner Harbour Rcl, & Resthaven)
FULFORD HARBOUR
Times Shown lire “Stnndnrd Times"
EliNOS 31' hard top express with 
bridge. Twin engines, fresh water 
cooled, 6,5 Onan, VHF, C,B,, o| , ,
sounder, stereo, trim tabs, bow dock- ta. ... ■■ .■. . . . . . . . . . . ....
Ing lights, tinted glass, electric.heat. 








Pate Time Ft. Time Ft. Time Ft. Time
Jon. 8 Thu. 0750 11,3 1255 8.9 1650 9.8
Jon. 9 Fri. 0015 1.6 0820 11.4 1345 8.5 1745
Jon. 10 Sot. 0055 2.2 0855 11.5 1455 7.9 18.50
Jon.11 Sun. 0135 3.1 092.5 11.6 1555 7.1 2010
Jan. 12 Mon. 0215 4.3 0945 11.7 1650 6.1 2150
Jon.13 Tue. 0300 5.6 1020 11.7 1735 5,0 2355
Jan. 14 Wed. 0400 7.0 10.55 11.6 1835 3.9
Ft.
Dua to activity on rosnlo boats wo nro short of listings and hove clients in- 
torostod in piircltasing. Listings of all sizes required.
Cove Yacht Saie-s
656-5711
2300 Conoo Covo Road 
(Next to Iho Ferry Tormlnol) 






' ... 1, , M' ‘ tS*f«.
*TiHin Hun ConttmctiMi 
•Uvilloam noatetiiHi
, sibltllfliMi
>6 to 40 '''.g
-MMnfitItURh 
f-Ceetniceittol# Tiy.i i'"'
•Itwivel eiptala'i cbln 
'"•Ciiwpy'..
/
If yoii'ro eontlderlno an 





®N0W IS THE TIME to bring your boat to us lor winlur 
sorvicing
•Dry land storage and haul outs 
•Authorized repair shop for
Johnson, OMC, Volvo, Mercrulsor 
•AllspoQd Aluminum Trailer at cloarance prices.
10134 McDonald Park Rd.
Sidney 656-7023
m
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Central Saanich senior citizens 
meet at 2 p.m. the first Thursday in 
each month in the Lions Hall on East 
Saanich Road. New members 
welcome.
Central Saanich fire department
cardio-pulmonary resuscitation 
classes are held the first Wednesday 
in the month at the fireball. For more 
information call Peter Cellarius at 
652-1131 or 652-2649.
Central Saanich recreation 
department offers morning, af­
ternoon and evening fitness classes 
for adults, kindergym for one to 
three-year-olds and recreation 
playtime for pre-schoolers. For 
details call Tim Richards at 652-4444.
Saanich Peninsula Toastmasters 
meet each Tuesday at 7:15 p.m. at 
Panorama Leisure Centre. For more 
information call 382-5004. Guests . 
welcome.
Sidney Ladies Barbership Chorus 
meets at 7:45 p.m. Mondays in the 
Masonic Hall, 4th Street, Sidney. For 
more information call 656-5761.
Brentwood Bay Alanon Group 
meets Tuesday evenings, Sidney 
group Wednesday ^ evenings. For 
more information call 382-0744.
La Leche League of Sidney 
, welcomes all women interested in 
breast feeding to its monthly meeting 
held the first Thursday of the month. 
For details call Judy Ptolemy at 479- 
8871. '
Discovcery Toastmistress Club 
meets second and fourth Thursdays 
at 8 p.m. in Shady Creek United 
Church, East Saanich Road.
Peninsula Singles Club invites all 
single, divorced, windowed and
separated persons to their Sunday 
night coffee and dancing socials at 
New Dimensions Studios, 755 Yates 
Street. For more information call 
382-0333.
Blucwaler Cruising Association
meetings are held the first Wed­
nesday of the month at Panorama 
Leisure Centre. Call 656-2723.
Saanich Peninsula Hospital 
auxiliary will hold its next meeting at 
10 a.m. Jan. 13 at Brentwood United 
Church Hall.
Winners of the recent raffle were 
— hand quilted bedspread - J. 
Nicholls, 7217 Veyannes; crocheted ' 
afghan, E. Ruffle, 2880 Carlow.
Fostering Information Night will 
answer questions on fostering and 
provide information on how to 
become a foster parent. It will be 
held 7:30 p.m. Jan. 7 at 1627 Fort 
Street, Junction Centre Building. For 
more information call human 
resources at 598-5121.
The Cesarean Birth Group will 
meet at 7:30 p.m. Jan. 13 at the 
Royal Jubilee Hospital (board room 
in the Memorial Pavilion). Topic of 
discussion will be Your Cesarean 
Birth Experience. Everyone 
welcome. More information at 479- 
6837.
The Victoria YM-YWCA family 
run takes place Jan. 1. Everyone 
meets at the ‘Y’ walks, jogs, runs to 
^Clover Point or beyond and then 
return to the ‘Y’ for refreshment and 
dip in the pool. Bring the whole 






The new Royal Oak 
industrial park is 
proceeding at a fast pace 
with one-quarter of the 
56-acre site already sold 
and the first tenant 
expected to move in by 
spring.
Latest firm to make 
the move to the in­
dustrial site is Finning 
Tractor, which plans to 




decided to build on a 
three-acre site opposite 
the postal sorting station 
following Saanich 
council’s ratification of 
a development permit 
application.
The company will now 
lake up an option it 
holds on the property. 
Plans call for the . 
construction of an 
18,500-square foot 
warehouse along with 
two smaller workshops, 
a company official told 
council.
But Finning isn’t the, 
only company interested 
in the new park. Deputy 
municipal planner Allan 
Hooper said several 
prospective clients have 
expressed interest in 
some of the remaining 
acreage.
Gray Beverage Co. 
will be the first tenant, 
hoping to move into its 
new 100,000 square-foot 
building ne.xt spring.
Stocker’s Storage and 
Warehouse has bought 
property and will move 
into the Royal Oak site 
from its Topaz Avenue 
quarters.
Silver Threads '—Talk on ceramics-
Jan. 8-14
Monday through Friday: centre open, cards, 
billiards, library, morning coffee and afternoon 
tea.
Thursday - 9 a.m. lapidary, weaving, 10 a.m. 
carpet bowling, noon lunch, 1 p.m. bridge, 1:30 
p.m. dressmaking, 2 p.m. biliards for ladies, 7 
p.m. crib.
Friday - 9 a.m. • Spanish, 10 a.m. senior 
ceramics, quilting and crochet, keepfit, noon 
lunch, 1 p.m. chess club, 1:30 p.m. bell ringers, 2 
p.m. jacko, 7 p.m. evening cards.
Saturday and Sunday centre open from 1 - 4 
p.m. for drop-ins.
Monday - 10 a.m., quilting, billiards, noon 
lunch, 12:30 p.m. ceramics, 2 p.m. swim club, 
7:30 p.m. bingo.
Tuesday - 9 a.m. Spanish, Seranaders practice, 
oil painting, 10 a.m. lapidary, noon lunch, 7 p.m. 
whist, 7 p.m. games night.
Wednesday - 9:30 a.m. novelties, noon hot 
dinner, 1 p.m. films, 2 p.m., concert - T.B.A., 7 
p.m. duplicate bridge.
Trip tickets on sale: Jan. 20- afternoon tea and 
visit to the provincial museum, February - theatre 
evening - Village Squires at the McPherson.
V'-\ p'i ’
'0 I
Janet Rice, former 
owner of JR Ceramics, 
Veyaness Road, will give 
a talk on ceramics as a 




practice of providing 
interest and incentive to 
its members Discovery 
will go outside the club 
again for the Jan. 22 
Inanimate Objects 
program which will see 





mistress Club meetings 
are held at the Shady 
Creek United Church 
Fellowship Hall, East 
Saanich Road, at 8 p.m.
on the second and fourth 
Thursdays. Guests, 
especially newcomers to 







BRENTWOOD BAY BOAT RENTALS
(Bottom of Ymlier, beside Ferry Dock)
EXTRA LOW RATES STILL 
IN EFFECT THIS MONTH
Phone 6524014
(Behind the Bank of Nova Scotia)
2349 BEACON 656-2544
ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL
(Jon. 7th to 15th)
1 PR. TROUSEflS OR SLACKS. . ,
1 PLAIN SKIRT.. .. .. . . . $179
REG. SWEATER ..................... »|79
UP TO 3 TIES - HO CHARGE 
WITH 2 PIECE SUIT AT.......... $^50
mPERYSPSCIAL ■
REG. SPECIAL
Usilisied . 4.50 PNL $335




DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
ITHURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30
Prices Effective:
JAN. 7, 8, 9 noth
WASHINGTON
COOKING ONIONS . .
B.C. GRADE 
SPARTAN 
















WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES WHILE STOCKS LAST
Homa Of SUPER atsavlngn I
In Downtown Sldnoy 
Across from Sidney Hotel
CANADA GR. A BEEF
BARON Of BEEF
Cut from bottom


































AT CAN'T BEAT' PRICES ! b'v,*'..' ■
■Hn^
f
McCAIN SUPER PATTIES ......
SNOWCAPPEAS. . . .. .. ..
BEEF. CHIGKEN
YORK MEAT PIE mKEV. . . 






............ bag B B
PARKAY MARGARINE 3. 
A.B.C. DETERGENT POWDER OUTRE.
LOOK
ROASTING FILM Energy Sjver Box














DTt INK 8r.il TIB Mm
FLAKED LIGHT 111 Nil ohoi
CORN OIL
Nestle MINI PUDDING 
PURINA DOG CHOW .m..
i
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SAVE 150.04
The Woodcraft is a terrific stove for the home or cot­
tage. The double door gives good access to the 
firebox and the two steps give you cooking surfaces' Comfortably heats up to a 2,000 square foot area, 
with different temperatures. Features heavy steel 3/16” steel plate, 100% welded construction,
construction and “airtight” sealed doors for long Firebrick lined. 22” x 11” door opening. Glass
burning. Includes firebrick lining. doors are energy efficient. 2 cooking area.
Reg. 549.99 __ Reg. 649.00 ^ A
S Ft to 14 Ft Ho. 1 Fir Framing Lumber buy now at the same price as contractors.
2x4 — 2 2 ^ per foot - Buy 300 ft or more — ONLY.... 2®
2xS 33 ^ per foot - Buy 300 ft or more — OHIY.... 31
1x8 — 54^ per foot-Buy 200 ft. or more —ONLY.... 5@
!xlfi — per foot-Buy 200 ft. or more —ONLY ...Tl
!xl 2 — ^ per foot - Buy 200 ft or more — ONLY ... .89
2 X 4 s 92 1/4” 
No. 1 Spruce Studs
ONLY ea.
2 X 4 X 96 
No. 3 Spnice Studs
ONLySS ea.
2x4x6’ 7^0
STD.FIR .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ONLY O ea.
2x8x6’ $155
STD. FIR .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .....ONLY 1 ea.
Im Cost Sheathing 
Fence Boards
1x8Std.Shiplap..........
IxlO Mill Run Resawn......









Good clean material. Great for pickets, etc. 
Hurry at.this price!! HC
lx3-S4S... . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... ...^ per ft
lx4-S4S.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .11 per ft
Complete Set in almond or bone white. Toilet, 
Tub, & Basin. No] 1, Brand Name fixtures.
Cedar Lath 50 pc: Bundies.
: $J88
4 ft ... .ONLY 6 ft .; ONLY
ONLY for all 3 Pieciis
Handsorne fireplace and heater combined. Glass 




Airtight box heater helps you to save energy. Burns 
wood or coal. 31-1/2” x 14”. Hinged grate includ-
IP
No, YT700PT 1






Celliiloso Fibre Insula- t r 
tion can be hand - 
poured or blown In. ■
Ideal for topping up 
attic Insulation. 30 lb.
Bag covers 70 sq. ft,
2” thick.
per bag
Rent a Blowor to 
Inatall tho Insulation 
Only $10.00 par day,
1x6x4 ft. Cedar............ ONLY
1x8x8 ft. Cedar...........0MLY^2^^
4x4x6 ft Cedar S4S ........ .0NLY^3^^
^x4x6ft «^gg
Pressure Treated .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ONLY
FEmEPACMGE
4 ft high Good Neighbor Fence
With 1x6 Cedar Boards, 2x4-10 ft. rails, 6 ft. 
Cedar posts and ^ ''i 7^
1x8 No. 1 Cedar
Channel Siding . . ....../.. .ONLY >
3/4x10 No. 1 Wavey ^
Edge Cedar Siding . ... .. ONLY'
Hot Brown Toilet ^
Reg. $139.00 . . . . . .. . .NOW ONLY
Double laundnf Tubs
Polypropylene tub is approx.
44”L x 22”Wx 13”D.
Single Laundry Tub
4x8 Sheets.
1/4”.. $s...ONLY 1|95 1/2”
3/8”., $1...ONLY 1PS 3/4”
Good 1 Side Grade
4x8x3/4”. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ONLY
Fir Sheathing Ply 4x8 shets
3/8” STD. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ONLY 8
SI ^5/8”STD.T&G. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ONLY 13
SI ^3/4”STD.T&G...:... . . . . . ONLY 10
SAVE












Box covers 4 
32 sq. ft. ONLY
ft
stLUt'. ABS Pipe
Durable space-age plastic pipe ideal for waste or ven­
ting. 12’ lengths
Estwing Hammers













Fight back against tho cold 
woalhorM5”x4B''.
R12 R20
90 sq. fL 50 sq. fL
16 1/2 Gallon Galvanized $fi99 
Garbage Cans with lids. || gj
*Only 31) avallablo at this price. Limit 2 por 
customer. Hurry!
16 Gallon Plastic Garbage Can $E!99
ONLY 3)
14 Gallon HEAVY DUTY 
Plastic Garbage Can t
ea.
Ceiling Fan Rofi-$129 00 $0(100
36” • 3 Bladod Silent Fan. NOW JUST vsl
iifofdToors
2-0 X 6-8 Prefinishod Walnut Bifolds
Complete with track and all hardware. Some 





No, 1, Domlar Sell Sealing Shingles, Covers approx. 
33sq, n. Alt colours $1 123
instock. HOW ONLY 11 per bundle
50 lb. Rolled Roofing $1188
Covers 100 sq, (1. Black only, ONLY 11
90 lb. Roiled Roofing
100 sq. ft, 4 colours
Particle Board Shelving tAtCI
rioady to finish parllcio board sholvos, T 
12” X 96” X 5/8” nog. $2.96 Aw
frefinished Particle Board Shelving
Oak Wood Grain on both sides and one edge.
" ...irxsr :■ ^ .$-199
Heg.$i>,4y.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ONLY ^
lO’W' $i:48





ONLY... . . . . . . .
24ft.......
28 ft......






Beaver Best Latex Wail Paint
Can bo tinted to hundreds of colours
Hardboards











.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 27.99
22 oz. straight Claw Framing Hammer with 15” Handle. . . . . . .  31.49
$^8024” Stanley Level...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.69 0
28” Stanley Professional Level........  . . . . . . . . .... . . . . ......  . ..21.09 ^16^^
48” Stanley Professional Level... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4315 ^3!Z^^
—— Yabie' ——— —
Portable deluxe saw table converts circular 




Rugged cast iron frame and upper and lower 




Features 9 amp built-in motor, lubricated ball 
bearing construction [ 36”x6-l/4" table,
37-101 ^374®®'
15” Gap Bed 
Wood Lathe W/Stand
General purpose wood-working lathe with big 
capacity, Seml-sleol one piece Inlho bed.
*266““
Rockwell Drill Press
A versatile workhorse that drills 1/2” holes In 




While aluminum evestrough has a durable 
baked-on finish for long wear, 3M (approx. 
10')
Each Length
Formica (and Arborite) Cuttings
24”x48”, Many Patlerns $188
OHLY-l
14” Wen Electric Chain Saw
Powerful 2HP saw yet lightweight, 
Features include heavy-duty gear drive, anti- 
klckback clutch, non-slip grip handle, qulot 
running, and more!
EssolGWSO
High-quality motor oil. 
1 litre can. litre
Portland Cement




COME IN AND LOOK AROUND.
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VICTORIA AIRPORT
mi7£/am£
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY 
In The Bear's Den 656-1176
On The Street GrOWth, hirflCr taXCS
lITFSTIOM* Should the provincial government | ^QUESTION: Should the provincial government




Victoria. “If the teachers 
can get it, all power to 
them. I think teachers 
deserve everything they can 
get. They’ve got a dirty row 
to hoe.”
BEVERLY GEROW, 
Ravencroft Road. “I think 
perhaps they should. But 
people are just so against 
anything to do with unions, 
against raises — I don’t 
think people are behind 
them.”
CHRYS EYFORD, 5th 
Street. ‘ ‘Teachers do a lot 
more thaii they’re asked to 
and a lot is expected of 
teachers. I think they 
should get it.”
MALfOLM BROWN, 
Henry A venue. “I tell you, 
I really don’t know. 1 guess 
it’s a good idea, but it may 
fuel inflation.”
JEAN HORTON, 
Resthaven Drive. “Yes, I 
think they should. Look 
at what the person on a 
fixed pension is doing — 
he’s having a hard time and 
why shouldn’t the teachers 
have a break?”
I ,, ‘
RAY COLES, Dowrwy 
Road “They have in 
Europe. Cost of living 
bonus, you call it. If in­
flation goes up 20 per cent, 
so docs the bonus. Why 
should teachers get il? They 
already have at least six 
weeks holiday a year.”
1981. It will be a year of unprecedented growth 
in North Saanich, including a new fire hall and 
library, a possible Panorama Leisure Centre 
addition, unparalleled housing starts, and the 
further expansion of the municipal water system.
It will also involve decisions on pivotal issues 
such as the Brackenhurst Farms rezoning 
proposal, marina expansion in Tsehum Harbor, 
and perhaps even a Canoe Cove Marina ex­
pansion.
There will also be the inevitable — higher taxes. 
And after all that, residents will be able to show 
their favor or disfavor with municipal decisions in 
the bi-annual November elections.
But Mayor Eric Sherwood may be one North 
Saanich politician who won’t be around for 
another run come November. Sherwood told The 
Review Monday right now he has no intention of 
seeking re-election, though he backed away from 
making a flat denial.
“At this point 1 have no intention of doing so,’’ 
he explained. “I don’t know about next 
November.’’
Looking back over 1980 Sherwood said council 
had a “rough” start, with first municipal clerk 
Ted Fairs seriously ill and off work for some 
time, then treasurer Jack McDonald. Shortly 
after engineer Leo denBoer left as did denBoer’s 
aide, leaving a severely depleted municipal staff.
But now everyone is back and healthy, though 
Fairs retires at the end of 1981, and his deputy 
clerk, Vi Marshall, also goes at the end of the 
year.
Fairs’ departure means another municipal clerk 
will have to be hired this year as an “overlap” 
procedure — adding to the municipal tax load.
But that will be the least of the tax increases. 
North Saanich will put up close to $75,000 as one- 
third share for the new library — Sidney and the 
provincial government picking up the other two- 
thirds.
Costing for the new fire hall for the Dean Park 
area is still under way, Sherwood said, but will 
involve not only a new hall, but equipment, 
amounting to “many, many thousands of 
dollars.”
Labor costs will rise this year with negotiations 
between the municipality and CU PE already well 
under way. That should mean raises forthe non- 
unibn staff inside municipal hall as well.
If the March 14 leisure centre expansion 
referendum passes, residents will be looking at 
another $80,000 to $90,000, but only if the 
provirici^ government takes on one-third the 
cost. If the B.C. government won’t, then it could 
mean more money from Sidney and North 
Saanich, Sherwood said.
As well, recent heavy rains have revealed a 
“fair amount of drainage problems” Sherwood 
said. They will have to be dealt with in the new 
- -year. , ,
Meanwhile, the national census takes place this 
year and could determine a great deal for North 
Saanich — such as if it will have to chip into • 
RCMP costs.
Housing starts should continue to boom in 
1980, Sherwood said. There were 226 new homes 
built in North Saanich last year — a 75-pcr cent 
increase over the 129 homes built in 1979. 
“Normally we have less than 100 starts,” 
Sherwood explained.
It all adds up to an increased tax load. “1 fear 
that (taxes) will go up,’’ Sherwood said, noting 
that last year taxes increased just $5,000 from 
1979 — or a mere one per cent.
But that kind of increase won’t be possible this 
year. “I can’t see us holding the line on taxes” 
with projects like the library and fire hall this 
year, he says.
Another push for the proposed breakwater- 
harbor, a decision on the future development of 
the 11-acre Resthaven property and local traffic 
problems arc the main issues facing Sidney 
council in 1981.
••Although plans for the breakwater did not 
advance last year, hopes for its eventual con- 
.struction still exist with Sealey taking a “new 
approach” through the Capital Regional District.
The mayor declines to give any details. “I’m 
working in the background now so 1 can’t .say
Lovely Resthaven Island. Development permit puts restrictions on con­
struction but Sidney council wants to retain part or all of island for public
use.
much at the moment but I’m doing my best to get 
a regional outlook on it (breakwater),” she says.
She admits to some frustration on this issue. “I 
think we’ve all been frustrated, people get itchy 
— they think council isn’t doing anything about 
the breakwater but I feel we’ve (council) done as 
much as we could.”
The mayor says council is. “working with the 
federal people. We’ve decided we’ll jump 
through the necessary hoops and follow the 
system if that’s what’s needed to get the break­
water going.”
She thinks a “breakwater is essential. We need 
one because of the inability to get boats in the 
harbor in rough weather.”
“The Seventh Day Adventist Church has been. 
trying to unload its 11-acre $3 million Resthaven 
. property ever since the old hospital on the island 
was demolished but council’s developrnent permit 
on the land has proved a stumbling block.
A 136-unit luxury townhouse development plan 
for Resthaven Island and the mainland was, 
turned down in September. The proposal 
medium density, 15 units to an acre —“is not the 
kind of density council is looking at for that kind 
of property,” Sealey explains. /
for the past eight months following the 
resignation of Jean Butler.
“The pressures of growth are going to be on 
this muncipality and it is vital that the mayor and 
. aldermen be really adamant in adhering to the 
community plan if we are going to retain our 
farmlands and rural character,” he says.
The community plan calls for a population up 
to 15,000 by the year 2000 and to hold to that 
figure, housing starts will be monitored.
For the past five years new single family homes 
have averaged 125 per year. Hill says that average 
is within the growth limits of the community plan 
but admits those limits may be increasingly 
challenged as more and more people are drawn to 
the peninsula.
“I’ll make it loud and clear any population 
over our community plans won’t be accepted by 
the three municipalities,” says Hill of his new 
responsibilities . as Capital Regional District 
planning committee chairman.
Even with growth restrictions Hill says Central 
Sahnich is a healthy municipality with well-, 
planned residential areas, Saanich and Brentwood 
commercial areas, Keating industrial park and the 
remaining 75 per cent of land area in farming.
A look at 19S1 on the Saanich Peninsula: North 
Saanich anticipates “unprecedented” growth and 
higher taxes; Sidney is still heating the bush for a 
breakwater and Mayor Dave Hill in Central Saanich is 
determined to retain his district’s farmland and rural 
character.
But the proposal by Cardigan Holdings Ltd. is 
likely being redrafted. Council recently put 
together some ground rules (one suggests that all 
or a fair portion of the island be retained for 
public use) which Sealey believes the company 
finds acceptable.
•Chiistmas brought out Sidney’s traffic 
problem — parking was “hopeless” on the main 
street with drivers wanting to leave their cars 
outside stores they were visiting, the mayor says.
She’s hopeful the .solution will come soon. A 
traffic study completed earlier this year will show 
council how to cope — it will just be a matter of 
implementing the .study’s recommendations, 
Sealey says.
The traffic study has also held up the town’s 
Beacon Avenue beautification project. The 
mayor was unable to set a date for the main street 
face-lift — it depends what council docs with the 
traffic study, .she says.
Within Saanich Peninsula’s agricultural 
heartland live some 10,000 residents v;ho’vc 
found in Central Saanich what appears to be a 
peaceful co-cxistencc between farming and 
residential life,
Mayor Dave Hill hopes to keep it that way. At 
38, Hill has headed the Central Saanich council
“Just because farms make noises and have 
smells and farmers get up early we feel it’s im­
portant that the public realize this before they 
move out,” he says adding, “And it’s going to 
.Stay that way.”
While growth may be his major concern for the 
future, his term to date has been spent dealing 
with developments seemingly out of municipal 
government jurisdiction — B.C. Hydro’s Pike 
Lake-Keating 230 kv transmission line.
“It’s been the biggest single-item project I have 
worked bn in politics,” he says.
The controversial line to run almost four miles 
through Central Saanich has brought forth 
greater public participation than any other i.ssuc 
to date.
“Hydro said months ago they had to get on 
with it and I got the imprc.ssion they weren’t .going 
to continue allowing too many delays,” he says.
“We’ve tried, to work with them and they’ve 
done everything we’ve asked them to do — maybe 
not pleasing every ratepayer ~ but I’m almost 
plea.sed that B.C. Hydro has made the move now.
“All we’ve done is delay it.” .
B.C. Hydro will begin consulting property 
owners affected by the routing within the next 
week.
GOOD NEWS for old customers 
of Mary’s Coffee Bur, the popular 
eatery on Canorn Road that clo.sed 
down mid-December. Word is it’s re­
opening for at least another six 
months and will be run by a couple 
from Edmonton until the company 
purchasing the land is ready to start 
construction.
CHICK GOODMAN is off to Las 
Vegas Jan. 16 to attend a diving 
equipment convention. Goodman, 
wlio owns Rlmpac Divers on 5th 
Street, says Sidney enjoyed an influx 
of tourists over Christnnw — prairie 
folk, here to take in some diving. 
Goodman say.s at this time of the 
year algae and plankton have died 
off and visibility is good below 
water. Cold? No colder than in 
stimmcr, he says, with temperatures 
varying little between now and then, 
MISSING that popular column by 
our “gardening lady”, Helen Lung? 
Shc’,s away on vacation until mid- 
February but promi.scd to start up 
her articles again after a well 
deserved rest over Christmas and the 
New Year holidays - from a distance. 
Right now we’re waiting for the 
post. . .
EXPECT Sidney-North Sunnlch 
chamber of commerce to take an 
official stand soon against the 
proposed $2,8 million expansion to 
the Panorama Uccreatitm Centre • 
already a controversial issue on the 
peninsula.
WE HATE TO KEEP begging 
especially after everyone gave so 
generously to the Review/Sidney 
Lions Christmas fund but please 
remember ■ Tsnrillp Indian Band is 
seeking donations to replace the 
longhouse destroyed by fire in 
November last. Evei7 little helps. . .
UON SLEGG lias a message for 
parents. He'd like them to cast their 
minds back to the night of Dec. .31 
and Jan, 1 and sec If they can 
remember if their youngsters came 
home covered in dust,
Slegg. of Beaver Liimher on 5ih 
Street, went back to work after the 
New Year holiday to find the 
company yard vandalized - - some 45 
bags of cement and 55 bags of loose 
insniation had been broken open and 
scattered widely. The destruction 
cost Heaver l.umbcr $550 — and the 
mess had to be cleared up,
The police can do little — they’ve
no clues to the culprits, Siegg says - 
hut he hopes parents can take some 
action. He 8ay.s il would have been 
impossible for vandals to have 
scattered the cement and insulation 
without their clothes being covered 
with dust.
So mams, dads, if you discover 
your children were impllcatecl, some 
discipline is indicated and maybe 
they can even be made to pay for the 
damage, There’s no better way to
drive the senselessness of vandalism 
home than by making llrese kids pay 
-- out of their own pockets.
CONGRATULATIONS - 
Ihougli somewhat Irelatcd — arc due 
to ‘Sidney Mayor Norma Sealey otr 
her election as cluiirmnn to tiie 
Capital Regional Board, Sealey will 
do a good Job — no doubt about 
that, but then wc ie prejudiced.
One of the blessings for reporters 
is the no-noitscnsc way she lamdlcs
council meetings, a talent she takes 
no doubt, to CRD board meetings. 
Although this Is absolutely no 
reflection in the way other mayors 
and aklermcn handle their work, 
Sidney council is favorite for 
reporters to cover as Sealey deals 
swiftly and cfnciently with the 
agenda. Aldermen have their say but 
lire mayor puts a prompt closure on 
pointless, repetitive dialogue,
A skiing trip to Mount Whistler 
over Christmas turned out to be an 
adventure —• of a kind — for the 
Itclirn family of 549 Mcldram, North 
Saanich, Gerhard UcUm, sons 
Stefnn, 18, and Andrctt.s, 9, went 
ahead Dec, 20 and got in four days of 
good .skiing. Christa Kchin followed 
her husband and children, meeting 
up with them in Vancouver Dec. 25.
As the futnily, with nephew 
Clirlslopher KIcliter, 11, drove back 
to Mount Whifitlcr for some more 
skiing it began to ruin —• and It went 
on raining for some 48 hours, Christa 
says. Skiing wa.s out but there was no 
way ol returning to Vancouver, 
Flooding of the Squainish River had 
washed out the road and (he family
waH|trappcd and had lo slay put in 
the condominium they’d rented.
Their enforced stay lasted two days - 
Iml “we weren’t bored, It was a real 
adventure,” Chrisia says. They had 
no radio or television but enough 
food and the family played games 
and talked, It was fun and the 
children weren't bored, Christa say.s.
On a inore serious note - Christa 
says the flood, worse than any other 
In most people’s living memory 
was frighlening to witness n.s the 
water “tossed big, heavy logs around 
like mutclisticks.’’
BACK ro GARDENS. Panting 
hotfoot into tlie office Monday; 
Sandy Coward, James WliKc 
Boulevard, Sidney, wants to know if 
anyone has a rhododendron 
blooming in their garden. His arc in 
bloom but In eight years, he says, 
“they’ve never bloomed this early.”
.SllLI. ON GARDENS. Victoria 
lui:> .i llouti vouni uvety spring but 
we’re planning on an earlier Saanicli 
Peninsula Flower Count soon after 
hearing local gardeners enthusing 
over the Bowers blooming in their 
gardens. Watch our next i.ssue for an 
nnnouncemeni on this,
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R9R. ONE HOUR 
DRYCLEANERS
OPEN MON. TO SAT. 
8 am to 6 pm
No sparks with appointments New fire dispatcher
7819 E. SAANICH RD. 
SAANICHTON CENTRE
652-3410 FROM Sam • 3pm DAILY
20% OFF TO SENIOR CITIZENS 
ON REGULAR DRY CLEANING
By RON NORMAN 
[Staff Writer]
It wasn’t the same as last year, but when North 
Saanich coOncil sat down Dec. 15 to select its 
representatives for the various regional boards 
and committees, there were still a few surprises.
Last year’s council appointments were 
shrouded by accusations that the Northwest 
Mount Newton Property Owners’ Association 
had directly in'fluenced two key selections.
Accusations arose after aldermen Harold 
Parrott and Alan Cornford, both municipal 
newcomers and NMNPOA executive members, 
were chosen to sit on the Capital Regional District 
Board and the Peninsula Water Commission, 
respectively.
In both cases Aid. Jim Cumming, experienced 
in both positions, was defeated by a slim four to 
three vote. Aid. Jay Rangel said later he had been 
approached by NMNPOA president Trevor Davis 
and , others who suggested Cumming’s ap­
pointment to the two seats “may not be in the
Tlie Review
best interests of the community.’’
But Davis denied any such involvement. 
Meanwhile, newly-elected Mayor Eric Sherwood 
managed to soothe any ill feelings generated by 
the incident.
However, he hasn’t been totally successful in 
bringing Eildermen back into the fold. There may 
not be a “split” on council, but there is an ob­
vious difference of opinion on many issues that 
has seen aldermen Edgar Farthing and Dermid 
Bingham on one side, and Parrott, Cornford, 
Rangel and Cumming on the other.
Sherwood has played the middle man, trying to 
bring both groups together. The surprise has been 
the shift by Parrott and Cornford to the Rangel- 
Cumming camp.
That shift didn’t take place overnight, but 
appears to have developed as the four aldermen 
worked together on the public works committee 
this year and found themselves in general 
agreement on many issues.
Still, this agreement has at times broken down, 
and the alignment into the two camps has not 
always held true — as in the Brackenhurst Farms 
rczoning issue in which Rangel, Bingham, Far­
thing and Sherwood are on one side and Parrott 
and Cornford on the other (Cumming’s position 
isn’t entirely clear yet). '
Meanwhile, this year’s council appointments 
produced none of last year’s spark; but the shift 
in attitude was made clear with Cumming’s 
election to the CRD post over Parrott.
ft wasn’t much of a surprise since Sherwood 
divested Cumming of his public works committee 
chairmanship, allowing him plenty of free time 
for the heavy CRD portfolio.
In addition, Parrott, as fire committee 
chairman, will haive a full plate this year. He 
faces the prospect of a new fire hall for the 
municipality’s south end. Wain Road fire hall 
renovations, and the possibility of a Wain Road 
firefighting training centre.
North Saanich may also have been looking for 
more clout at ' the regional level, following 
Parrott’s low profile this year.
The real surprise was Cumming’s nomination 
to the CRD post by Bingham, one of the 
aldermen linked to the NMNF^A incident and 
lined up opposite Cumming on many council 
issues.
Central Saanich’s fire 
dispatcher will likely 
handle calls for North 
Saanich as well next year 
following North Saanich 
council’s acceptance of 
an informal Central 
Saanich offer.
The switch to Central 
Saanich’s dispatcher 
from the telephone 
answering service (TAS) 
will cost almost double. 
North Saanich fire 
committee chairman 
Aid. Harold Parrott told 
council — from about 
$2,000 to $4,000, plus 
$10 a call.
But the new service 
will provide 24-hour 
coverage and more 
accurate coverage, 
Parrott said.
We are pleased to offer our annual subscription rate of $ 10.00 which can be 
obtained by simply calling any of our offices at:
VERSATILE FIBEROLASS TANKS
® Septic 9 Holding e Water
500, 600, 750 gal. custom sizes available
ALPHA
Inn bid reviewed
einCESrB ACQ mSEtP rn 10218 Bower Bank Rd. 




bill in and mail the coupon to: 
The Sidney Review 
P.O, Box 2070 
Sidnev. B.C. VHL 3S5
Please enter my subscription for one year. L—I 
Please enter my subscription and bill me later. L_J 
" (N.B. Senior Citizens rate $9.00 per annum.) 
Name .......................................................................... ..
Mailing Address ....... .......... .
..... ( .............. ........'. Zip
“Servin)’ The Peninsidci Since 1912"
*****************************‘**************■■*■*****•**"*****•***•********i*******<**********M**t****tfttia«««<««ta<i« '
An application to 
rezone a piece of 
property at the inter­
section of Pat Bay High­
way, Curteis and Tryon 
to make way for a 
motcl/restaurant will get 
another look from 
North Saanich council.
Council initially 
rejected the rezoning bid 
Sept. 22, indicating that 
sewage disposal was a 
major obstacle. Aid. Jay 
Rangel also complained 
the -submission, dating 
from 1967, was simply 
“dusted up old plans.”
TROUBLED BY HIGH 
PRICES? .
STAY AND SAVE AT
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
® Very reasonable 
rates for downtown
• Mostly with full kitchens 
at no extra cost
Iree parking
1/ • Resonable weekly, monthly 
. & (amily rates
for liroc/.mrf tiiij rfSfrindioiis iprile.-
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
845 Hornby St., Vancouver, B.C. V6Z iVl or 
Phone area 604-687-6751.
But council, and 
Rangel in particular, had 
a change of heart Dec. 
15 following a strong 
rebuke from the Victoria 
property owner, Tove 
Barlow, 3624 Revelstoke 
Place.
Rangel told council 
Dec. 15 he wanted the 
issue referred back to the 
zoning committee for 
review.
Mayor Eric Sherwood 
countered that council 
discussed the proposal 
and came to a con­
clusion. “Is there any 
indication we may 
change our mind?” he 
asked. Rangel replied he 
just wanted to be fair.
■ In her Dec. 6 letter to 
council, Barlow said she 
was upset by the 
rezoning proposal’s 
rejection. She pointed 
out the ministry of high­
ways has no objection to 
the rezoning application
and preliminary sewage 
disposal studies by a 
Victoria engineering 
firm show the property 
could support a 450- 
square-foot restaurant 
and 30 motel units.
Barlow said she was 
formally reapplying for 
a change in zoning from 
residential to “inn”, and 
“strongly” pointed out 
that the property was 
zoned inn until 1977 
when the community 
plan changed the zoning 
to residential.
“Needless to say I feel 
1 have been treated very 
badly,’’Barlow wrote, 
and said she has not 
been taken seriously by 
council.
She added that at the 
time of the change in 
zoning, council 
suggested fut ure 
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/Ire you waiting for 
April showers to 
bring Mayflowers?
14J Christmas Items Now On Sale 
SMI . Save Now For Next Year
Get out of the January doldrums 
with cut flowers or an 
arrangement from
FORGET-ME-NOT FLORISTS
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OFFER EXPIRES JAN. 31. 1080
c. Tho Professionals Who Do It Right!
This Is your chance to save on Stoamatic , . . the world’s most prolosslonal In-home 
carpel cleaning service,
ONE PENNY will clean ono room of carpet with an additional cleaning order of two or more 
comparable or larger rooms of carpet.
Steamatic’s patented controlled heat cleaning system cleans carpet down deep without 
brushes or harmful chemicals. Right In your homo,
Call Sioarnatic today. . , wo’ro the professionals you can trust,
Please present this ad tor Iho ono cont offer, cau wo-
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Sealey seeks regional perspective
Coming year ‘challenging’
Iv
Sidney Mayor Norma Sealey, now chairman of 
the Capital Regional Board, expects the coming 
year to be challenging but “also productive.” 
There are a number of problems to be resolved 
but with the collective talents and energies of 
CRD’s directors, Sealey says she feels confident 
progress can be made.
She notes there have been “comments and 
criticisms over the past year regarding personality 
conflicts and parochialism on the board and says 
she “sincerely hopes we can all address ourselves 
to these problems as a major priority. To that end 
1 would appeal to you to confine debate to issues 
rather than personalities,” she told the board in a 
recent report to it on the appointment of com­
mittees.
“While 1 do not believe that “parochiali.sm” is 
as rampant as some have indicated, there have 
been times when we must all acknowledge it has 
occured. 1 personally believe that each of us 
comes to this board with a certain degree of 
loyalty to our own jurisdiction, and I don’t see 
that as a bad thing.
“The key is, when making decisions, we must 
look beyond our individual borders and obtain a 
“regional perspective”.
Sealey said another concern many shared was 
the public perception of the Capital Regional 
District and, regrettably, sometimes even the 
municipal perception of the CRD. “It is 
disturbing when a member of a municipal council 
criticizes the region for assuming a function 
when, in fact, that municipality has concurred 
with the region assuming that function.
“One also hears criticism of the budget at the 
regional level, apparently without an appreciation 
of the fact that the budget reflects requests of the 
component municipalities or areas for the region 
to assume a function. Those members who concur 
with the function are assessed the cost, which 
really means that the CRD budget is not “a” 
budget at all but, rather, a series of mini 
budgets.”
Sealey told the board that while she was 
anxious to increase public awareness and un­
derstanding of regional government “I do not feel 
it should be necessary to get into a paid public 
relations campaign. It is expected that each 
member who sits on this board understands the 
mechanism sufficiently to be able to provide 
explanations. With .the co-operation and
assistance of the media, 1 would hope we can get 
our message to the public without an ad agency.
One of the major tasks this past year was taking 
over responsibility for transit in the region, she 
explained. “Although the road has not been 
entirely smooth, it seems that transit is well on its 
way now. Some important new aspects are the 
increased suburban service to start Jan. 2, the 
custom transit system, continuation of the human 
re.sources passes, and the very successful im­
plementation of a bus pass program which has, to 
date, exceeded expectations. “There are, of 
course, many problems still to be solved, not the 
least of which is our current bylaw to allow the 
hydro surcharge on commercial premises to be 
applied on a percentage basis.
“With only three options available to the 
region for financing the system, a compromise 
was reached by utilizing a hydro surcharge. It is 
becoming increasingly apparent that, as costs 
increase in the future, other financing methods 
must be considered,” she added.
An important challenge in the year to come will 
be a resolution of problems related to sewage 
disposal, she said. Public opinion may be a 
crucial factor in changing the question from “to 
treat or not to treat?” to “what degree of 
treatment?” the message is coming through 
loud and clear that it is no longer publicly ac­
ceptable or defensible to debase our local marine 
environment, Sealey pointed out.
“it is also becoming obvious that people are 
slightly less concerned with the cost than they are 
with finding a solution.”
On regional health services, Sealey said that as 
demand for services provided grows “it will be a 
challenge for the region to provide sufficient 
resources to meet requirements. There will 
continue to be growth demands in the areas of 
preventive services and in the provision of home 
care services.
■ “The latter provides tremendous relief to the 
pressure on hospital beds and, as such, must 
receive greater recognition and funding from 
senior government sources.”
Other points Sealey made in her report:
•The regional parks system has been cited by 
many as the greatest selling point of all for
regionalism. If precious and unique environments 
are to be preserved for future generations, it may 




EXPERIENCED IN CONVENTIONAL 
AND MODERN HAIRSTYLING 
PERMS (BODY WAVES). COLOURING 
AT THE NEW
MARINA COURT ooIndSU*«<
TUES.. SAT. 8:10-5:30 656-4443
SIDNEY MEAT MAi^iCET
9786 - and street 656-7535 I
ALL OUR MEAT IS AGED, GRAIN-FED, CANADA "A” ' J
ENGLISH STYLE BANGERS ... .................... ib.»V®
BEEF ¥mm GUARTERS..... .......... .........
BEEF HIND QUARTERS..... .................... ,b.*2"»
BEEF SIDES .lb $189
FREEZER PACKS AVAILABLE
I Weight loss in cutting, boning and trimming will increase prices per pound.
Ken Thorne
Know Your Firemen
A 19-year veteran of Sidney volunteer fire 
department, Ken Thorne still carries with him 
vivid memories of past calls.
One of the most memorable was the major 
Sandown racetrack fire in 1965. It broke out on 
Ken’s birthday and resulted in the loss of 13 
horses and two dogs.
Ken also recalls the plane crash behind Sanscha 
Hall in which four people were killed. It was the 
largest loss of human life encountered in his 
nearly 20-year term.
Ken, wife Freda and daughter Lisa all enjoy 
water skiing, and have had many opportunities to 
enjoy the sport since moving to Sidney in 1954.
A journeyman electrician with Thorne-Lennon 
Electric, Ken’s skills are a real advantage to the 
department when high voltage wires are en­
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For the past 13 years the 
first Saturday in March hs 
marked the running of the 
gruelling Basil Parker cross­
country race.
This year will see a major 
change for the race 
following Central Saanich 
council’s agreement 
Monday to take a more 
active' part in race 
organizing.
“If it’s our intent to keep 
it going then there should 
be more municipal in­
volvement to ensure it 
continues,” said race 
committee member 
Malcolm McAvity.









Thumliy, January 8 
at Sanscha Hall.
Far Infotmation 
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•IMPORTED ENGLISH WOOLLENS 
•LIBERTY OF LONDON COTTONS 
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•SILKS
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WHO ARE 65 AND OVER.
In recognition of the special position which Senior Citizens 
hold in our society, a Hew automobile insurance grant has been 
announced by the R'ovincial Government.
Intended to ease the burden of increased auto insurance 
rates, the grant is equal to 25% of the 1981 compulsory automobile 
insurance premium.
It is available to any citizen whose vehicle is rated for 'pleasure' 
use, and both the owner and the principal operator, are 65 years 
age or more.
Howdoesitworic?




® If you renewed at 1981 rates in 
December, you did not receive 
the new Grant and should visit
an iH’Y'
arrange for a cheque to he mailed 
to you.
® If you haven't yet renewed at 
1981 rates, you should advise your 
agent tliat you qualify for the 
Senior Citizen Automobile 
Insurance Grant, and he will 
deduct the amouiit from your 
premium.
® If you renewed your insurance 
in November or December at 
1980 rates, you have already re­
ceived the 25% Senior Citizen 
Discount which applied for 1980 
insurance.
® If yon purchased A utopian 
Insurancc for the /irst tirm on or 
after November 15,1980, and 
arc eligible for the Grant, you 
should check back with your 
agent and arrangements will be 
made for a claequc to be fomarded.
FINE FABRICS
Gall on your Auto plan agent
for any information you require INSUIMNCE
about Autoplan Insurance oi the f I
Government's new Senior Citizen I UtCr\l lUlM
Aut()mobile Insurance Grant, " IfcJ OF BRITISH COIJUMBI/\
ggramsssfflBasE
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Iteal Estate g^eai Estate { s$®al Estate Home Services Musical 1 '' EySiiiess, ' Heavy";
Fer Sale Fer Sal® 1 Wareted te 1 Fersoiiais
SALVADOR
AGENCIES 
2481 Beacon 656-3951 
REAL ESTATE 
INSURANCE
RESPONSIBLE WORKING LADY with
small dog requires unfurnished 
opartmont or small house by 4Qnuory 
31 St. $350 maximum. 479-9562. 2109-
1 __
SIDNEY
Marina on your doorstep. 
One bedroom con­
dominium with approx. 780 
sq. ft. Drapes, fridge, 
stove, and W/W carpets. 
$45,000
SEA VIEW
Very comfortable seaview 
home located in North 
Saanich near Experimental 
Farm. Living room with 
rock fireplace and mirrored 
feature wall. Dining room, 
kitchen with eating area, 
two bedrooms, & den on 
main floor (approx. 1300 
sq. ft.). Vi acre lot. 
$139,000.00








We are pleased to offer 2 
fine homes for sale in this 
exclusive area. Both have 3 
Br. on the main with full 
basements. One is $160,000 




Mobile homos located In porks on 
pods. Listings and soles. We welcome 
oil enquiries concerning Wheel 
Estate. Listings wonted. Phone 112- 
585-3622 (collect). 13647 • 100th Ave., 




9773 - 5th St. 
656-5541
The largest one stop Equipment 
Rental Yard on the Saanich 
Peninsula. Authorized dealer for 
TORO, LAWNBOY and 
SNAPPER,
We repair all makes.
Reel Mower Specialists.
itLirthm^nilD.
In-store private lessons in guilar (folk, 









English-French or French-English. Very 
reasonable rates. Call Nicole Cyr — 656- 
6042 evenings. tl
WEIGHT WATCHERS, Now that you've 
taken It off, it's time for a new color 
portrait. From the Paul's House of 
Portraits of coursol 656-4245.
ISUIND CEDAR ROOFIHG
Shake and Shingle Specialists
R. Walker, 653-4457
Sail Spring Island
MCKAY — Peacefully at rest after c 
short illness In Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital, on January 2, 1981, Mr. 
Andrew Alexander McKay, born in 
Paisley, Scotland on March 29, 1899. 
Predeceased by his loving wife, 
Agnes, January 2, 1964. Andy was a 
First World War Veteran. He retired 
in 1964 from tho Saanichton
(2080-3)
HARBEL HOLDINGS LTD.
Mobile homes located in parks on pads. 
Listings and sales. We welcome all en­
quiries concerning Wheel Estate. Listings 
wanted. Phone 585-3622 (collect). 13647 - 
100th Ave.. Surrey, B.C. VST 1H9. The 







BRING YOUR REPAIRS and mending in 
lo The Busy Bee in our new expanded 
premises next to the Bank of Nova Scotia. 
Expert alterations at reasonable prices, 
"Big Or Small We Do Thom All." Phone 
656-2544. 1807-tl
SIDNEY
.9 Acre lot with 4 Br. home 
only 1 block off Beacon 
Ave. and adjacent to 







INSTRUCTION IN PIANO, organ, guitar 
and accordian. All levels, all ages — class 
and private. Call lor more information, 
Lann Copeland Music Centre. 7174A West 
Saanich Road, Brentwood Bay. 652-4512.
1009-tf
MR. AND MRS. FARLEY, Pleasant 
Street hod their family home over tho 
holiday. Daughters, Jaon and son-in- 
law, Ion Jamieson, Calgary; Connie 
ond son-in-low, Rolph Harding. 
Vancouver; Koy Lewis and son, 
Victoria. Dr. Frank Farley and 
daughter-in-law, Sonjo Farley of 
Madison, Wisconsin.
SOLES. Catherine Alexis, daughter of 
Rick and Wendy. Born December 30, 
1980, passed away January 1. 1981. 
Our deep appreciation to oil who 
helped. A memorial service will be 
held at First Memorial. Royal Oak. on 
Sunday, January 11, 1981. 2:00 p.m. 
for family and friends.
Dominion Experimentoi Station ond 
was a member of St. Paul's United 
Church. The Royal Canadian Legion. 
Branch No. 37, Sidney,'b.C. and the 
United Ostomy Association (VIctorlo 
Chapter). Ho leaves to mourn, his 
beloved family; son. Colonel Everett 
McKay and doughter-ln-law, Carole, 
Duluth, Minnesota; daughter. Jeon 
Rooke and son-inrlaw. Bud, Sidney, 
B.C.; grandchildren, Andy. Mark ond 
Diane McKay, Lloyd and wife Gerry; 
Wiiiis and Jill Rooke; great- 
granddaughter. Christy Rooke.
Servico was held In St, Paul's 
United Church. 2410 Moioviow 
Avenue, Sidney, B.C. on Tuesday, 
January 6 at 1:00 p.m. Rev. R.H. Pratt 
officiating. Interment at the Royal 
Oak Burial Pork. Arrongoments by 








need people to work




•Live-ins or Overnights 
•Salary $4.25 to start 
•Training Available






POTTERY LESSONS, starting January. 
8 lessons. 3 hours each. Hand­
building, throwing on wheel, glazing. 
Small doss size. Lisa Sampson, 652- 
9592 . 2126-1
AHENTION NEW CANADIANS: 
English os a second language. 
Ciosses offered by Comosun College 
Sidney Elementary School beginning 
Jon. 5, 1981 Mon., Tues., Wed., Thur. 
evenings. 7 - 9 p.m. For Information 
contact Comosun College.
WE'RE STINGY I We don't spend a lot 
for advertising, but when it comes to 
the finest materlols for your color 
portrait, Boy! do we spend! It's 




A RED CROSS BLOOD Donor Clinic, 
sponsored by Sidney Rotory Club will 
be held ot Sanscha Hall, Wednesday. 
Jonuory 14' from 2:00 • 8:00 p.m. 
Donors ore earnestly requested to 




3 B.R. No step home. Oil 
heat, level lot with rear lane 




Are you thinking of selling? 
Give us a call and we will 
provide a comparative 
market appraisal without 
obligation.














Located in one of Sidney’s 
finest neighbourhoods this 
year old three bedroom 
home sits on 1600 sq. ft. 
lot. Heatilator fireplace, 




Treed lot, Yz; acre, easy 
access off either of two 
, streets with choice of 
building site as lot will be 
"very easy to build on. Close 
to recreation centre and 
other amenities. Good, 
value for $75,000.
4 - 6 hours 
orea. We 
have no animals or children. Please 
phone 656-7446.2131-1
DOMESTIC HELP WANTED, 
per week. Amity Drive
FOR SALE: 15 cu. ft. freezer, good 
condition, $200.656-5662. 2103-1
1978 GMC ton 4x4. Excellent 
condition. Also 1976 8' camper, fully 
equipped. Sell as unit or seporote. 
SIO.800 3B3-0372. 2092-1
JEWEILRY CLERK, experienced 
preferred. Christine Laurent 
Jewellers, Sidney. 656-7141. . 2112-1
QUEEN SIZ£ BED and frame. Excellent 
condition, $150. With new set of 
sheets. $175. 656-7658. 2107-1
PART TIME HELP for Mr. l-Hour Dry 
Cleaners. Experienced preferred but 
not necessary. Apply in person 
Saanichton Plaza 2117-1






ASK THE MAN WHO OWNS ONE.
He’ll tell you the finest color portraits 
come from the Paul's House of 
Portraits of course! 656-4245.
CANDLE-LIGHT AND ROSES. Candle­
light portraits of bride and groom are 
just one of the no-cost extras you get 
when the Paul's House of Portraits 
does your wedding pictures. 656- 
4245.
1975 FORD F150. $4,400. 656-6367. 
2129-1 2114-2
WALLHUGGER RECLINER chair, by 
Birkline, Almost new, $150. 656-4083.
2105-1
1975 GMC SUBURBAN % ton
V8/350 power. $3,250. 656-2625. 
2116-1
ANNUAL MEETING of the Friends of 
the Library. 8 p.m. Friday. January 
16. 1981 at Sidney Library. Election of 
officers. 1981 Annual dues poyabie 
2115-1 _____ __
CAREER OPPORTUNITY! EX­
PERIENCED JOURNALIST to be 
groomed for Editor's position on 
expanding newspaper 40 miles from 
Vancouver. Full benefits ond in­
vestment possibilities. Send resume 
and photo to Box 176, c/o BCYCNA, ^ 
1004-*207 West Hastings Street, 
voncouvor, B.C. V6B 1H7. na-1
20" FLEETWOOD colour TV In good 
working order. 656-6^68. 2106-1
GIRL'S WINTER COAT grey-novy trim, 
size 10, $35. green shag rug, 7’x9', 
$25; brown shelf unit, 6'x3', $15, 656- 
3291, of ter 6 p.m. 2118-1
SAVE THE CHILDREN FUND 1st. 
meeting of the year will be held at 2 
p.m. Wednesday. January 14 In St. 
Andrews Church Hall. New members 
welcome.; 2
WRINGER WASHER, Thor, square tub: 
$50 656-4746. , 2119-1 ’
RETIRED OR SEMI-RETIRED person to 
lake charge of a retoil store; in 
Brentwood tor 1 or 2 days per week. 
Some mechanical arid clerical 
abilities preferred. Coll 652-5614 
between 9 o.m. - 6 p.m. days.
MOVING 2>sculptured neutral shade : 
oreo carpets. 15'x12': 10'x9'. Round 
kitchen table with 4 podded swivel 







Excellent flat building site 
on 2.04 acres of former 






To Buy or Sell
EXTRA LONG CHESTERFIELD with 
matching loveseat in rust tones; 
china cabinet with hutch; 4 dining 
room chairs, hidabed; Duncan Phyfe 
dining room suite with hutch; kitchen 
suite; Avocado Admiral stove with 
self-clean oven. 656-5957 . 2124-1
1276-tl
Territories available
Mrs. J. Guenther 
384-7345
G.E, 30" stove, rotlsserie, deluxe 
elements, 2 outlets. White, good 




THE AUXILIARY TO SAANICH
Peninsula Hospital will hold their 
next meeting at 10 o.m. January 13th 
,i,at,(Brentwood United Church. Hail. 
Winners of the recent raffle were; 
Hand quilted bedspread, J. Nicholls. 
7217 Veyannes; Crocheted Afghan, E. 
Ruffle, 2880 Carlow.
WELSH MARE, excellent temperament, 
well-lrained, good jumper, suited to begin­
ner. 652-1353 evenings. 53
0611-ti
ealtovs BLUE WATERS 2 bedroom condo, 
spacious LR, enclosed balcony, 
underground parking, workshop, 
storage area. For appointment to 
view coll 656-6175. 1
Work Wanted
FIREPLACE INSERT. Woothergord 
Deluxe Model, Minimum width of 33" 
required. Cost $930, sell for $600. As 
now 656-3624 . 2130-1
GARDEN SERVICE. Pruning. Bruno von 
Schuckmann. 656-1990. 0787-tl
PROPANE CONVERSION. Run cars, 
trucks, on Propone. Return to 
gasoline without stopping vehicle, 
Build yourself with locolly available 
ports. For plans and drawings, send 
$15.00 lo Spring Volley Mechanical 
Engineering, Box 2598, Slotlon "R", 
Kelowna, B.C, VIX 6A6. na-2
ONE WHITE MOUSE called 
"Snowball", is very iriendly and 
never bites. Comes with shavings 
and food. Coll 652-2197 - ask for 
Debbie. 2102-1
ST. JOSEPH'S SCHOOL of Nursing 
Alumnae Annual January dinner will 
be held on Tuesday, January 20 ot 
Ook Boy Marino. Cocktails at 6 p.m. 
Dinner at 7:00 p.m. Tickets $14.00. 
Contact Molly Hughes, 592-3639 
before January IBth.
Reward Offered
BRED HEIFERS 100 head. Hereford 
Bred to Black Angus. 830 to 850 lbs. 







Member - Victoria M.L.S.
9710 • First St. Sidney, Spacious Exocullvo 
Homo with lireplaces, sundecks, and in-law 
suite, immacuiaio condition, overlooking iho 
seashore In Ihroo dlrclions and a small park 
soiling, yol only 6 niinulos lo Beacon Ave. 
OPEN HOUSE, 1 ■ 3 P,M. DAILY FROM 
SATURDAY, JANIIARY 10 Ih.
(81J8-1)
RUDDAGE, GARBAGE HAULED. Ba.-.o- 
monl and clonn-up jobs. Phono 652-4035.
37-tl
KITCHEN CUPBOARDS, 6 yaors aid. 
Moulded counter top includes sink 




- WILLIE THE WORKER
HAPPY
NEW YEAR
Start the year right by 
viewing this beauty in 
Brentwood. You’ll find 
quality; it is iniinaculatc, 
has three bedrooms, two 
washrooms, conservatory, 
views of the inlet, large 
sundcck, 7.Vxl40’ lot, 
many c.xtra.s included. Well 
priced at $n9,(X)0.00
^SHeal Estate 
■■' For Rent ;:
House repairs, painting, loncing, odd jobs, 
cloanups, light hauling. No job loo sm.ili, $10 
por hour.
652-4137
TRY CHESS a now and distinctive 
ganio al chess lor olthor 2 or 3 
players. Excellent lor both novice and 
e.porl chess player. For complete 
rules ond boord design send $10.00 lo 
TRY CHESS. Box 66, Winlaw, B.C. 
VOG2JO, na-1
LOST, BLACK MALE labrador-cross 
since December 23rd. Anacortos 
lorry orea, answers to "Baron." 
Please call 656-7185 or 656-2302, 
2123-1
LE COTEAV FARMS
Mac's, 10c to 20c por lb. Sparlons S 
Golden Delicious, 10c to 25c por lb. 
Our apples are kept Irosh in cold 
storage.
Open dally, 9-5 p.m, 304 Walfon 
Place, off Oldfield. 6S8.S80B.
For box of missing machine parts which 
may have inadvertantly been delivered 
some months ago to a local business on| 
the Peninsula.
May be identified by set of rubber roiiers aiong with 
various metai parts, Approx, weight 40 ibs,
1852-11
DUPLEX, FEBRUARY 1. 2 bedrooms, 2 
now opplloncoi, Amnhorsl orea. No 
pots, roloroncos roqulrod. $350 plus 
' ulllllint. Reply lo Box "I", Tho Sidney 
' Rovlow, P,0. Box '2070, Sidney, V8L 
,1S5 , 2006-1
ARDMORE
This home is different. Well 
built with 4 bedrooms on 
the main floor, views of the 
inlet, full bn,sement partly 
finished, large 1.22 acre lot, 





SIDNEY. JANUARY lit. Light In- 
(Juilrial or storage, approx, 1200 sq, 
ft, with 12 (I, overhead ond loporoie 
entry, $490 monthly plus hydro. 656-
3110' _ ___ _______ '2041 -'2
LARGE d'eTuXE"CONDOMINIUM on 
Mount Washington for rent, 
Lvoiylhlng IncludetJ, Close lo all 
(hnirs and cross country trolls. Sleeps 
0 mlnliiuirn 2 nighi*. Phono 112 245- 
4920. no-1
Carpontdr ti Joinoc
Duality work, Irnri oslifnaliis Finishing 






Pork, Vocil nnd t.ninb, Frouaor Cut.







MOVING, Gorago Solo ol 9900-rillh 
St. Sidiioy. Juiiuury 10, Saturday Irom 
10 o.m. - 3, p.m. 2108-1
Macs, sportons, Golden Delicious 
and good windfalls. 6206 Oldfield 
Road, south oil Keating X Rood, 
Open 9 o.m. • 5 p.rn. dolly, 2061-tl
9946 OESSREDCE PLACE. Sidney. 
Household lurnishlngs ond 
miscollonoous articles, Solurdoy, 




low price toclory salvage gloss. Cut 
lu Sim, 24 or. 75c sq. (I.: 32 OI. $1,2S; 
3 16 $1.50: plolo, $1,75. Dronio
lud, '24 or, $I,(X): 3/16 $2,00 Works 
ol 9750 ■ 4ih Si, Sidney, Open Mon, ■ 
rii. 12..10 < 4 p.rn., Solurdoy 8 a,m, • 




OFFICE on RETAIL SPACE, 000 sq, II.





opartmeni, lildge, stove, 
heal, $294 per month, 
degosll required, 656-5087,
HICOKD-A-CAIL. felnphone cm- 
swiiring syslems lor roni, lease or 
purrhoso, 10% , dlicouni uiilll 
Dotembor 3lsl, See J,J, Record 
Cenlre, 2383 Beacon Avonuo, 656- 
7522. 19.16-6
INDULGE YOURSELF I Now you can 
hove the llneii in color photography 
(porlinll, wedding, or ctimmerc.lol) 
lor less than you'd expect. From Iho 







3 BEDROOM DUPLEX nvolloble' 
Jnniiniv 15lh, No pels, $500 per 
month. 656-3051._____ _ _ 21 MM
aaauT hawam" ‘cond^^
Quiel woleriront locallon - Klhel 
area. $300,00 (U.S.) per' week 
$1000,00 per monlh, Conloci R, 
Erickson, Box 12, Lions Buy, B.C. VON , 
2EO, I'honn 112 921-8401 112.9'J6- 
7317. ■ ’ na-l
BABVSITTINO AVAILABLE by reliable 
mother, 6 a m. lo6 p.m. 656-5830. 
2113-1
WILL BABYSIT MY HOME week days 
In Sidney. 656 7 639 , 2110-1
QUALIFIED PRE school loochcr has 
day core homo lor 2 • 4 year olds, Call 
656 3857. 2114-1
LOO HOMES AND CABINS. Doybreak 
Conslrucllon Lid, For brochure or 
lurlher Inlorrnatlon, canlocl GiHiige 
Donovnn, Box 777, 100 Mile House, 
B.C VOK 7i:0. Phono 1195 2867 (days 
or ;i97-2733 lavonings), tl
MONEYI Loom Income Tax 
proporollon ol iHime, Rixluced 
prices. For tree brochure, no 
obllgollon, Wrilo LI & R Tax Sclroolt, 
1148 Main SMoer, Winnipeg, 
Manitoba R3T 2B2. no-l
PLACE YOUR CLASSIFIED 
AD THIS WEEK
Use this form to send your ad to
The Sidney Review
Regular 20 words for .With this coupon and 
prepayment 20 words for *2“°.
Category: _ ____ _________ _ _ _ __^_________
f’ersomals
FOR HIREi TWO GRAVEL TRUCKS. Go 
onywhere, hourly or coniroci. Phone 
Moo nil 12 892-5490 oiler 6 p,m. no-1
FORGET VOUT Neverl Not os long os 
I hovo your color poriioil, From Ihe 













REVENUE LOT WANTED by Norlhern 
B.C. Inveslor wishing lo return lo 
Vidorlo Ellher duplex or 4 plex In 




Plano l,.()ssons Now Available 
at Uio Englisb Music Studio. 
Enroll now lor January!
Call Gill at
656-2242 or 656-4739
COLLEGE COUnSES AT HOME! Spoon- 
wriling t.hnilhnnd, Poiixxituping. bufiinritiii 
inplh. full limo luiutbui, iilsn iiyaiiuiilu 
Ci'inlac.l Dultm. CuiUiiju, 54:1 Seymour Sf. 
Viioi-'iruvor, U C VblJ ,1118 T'lronn 8111- 
7lih7 nnlt
i.ii'.
LADIEfi! Do yen --iiipy '.iiM.giiiy'.' || ;,u, wi.y 
not 1010 us onMfindiiy tivunmgs, 7:45 p.rn,, 
Mi'inoitk' lliill, (.iirrmr -IPi unit Ml, lliikiir, 
Sulnny. No nudibor-iti, not nocusiiniy lo 
ti'.iO ',”■ .rt ■.' I (\ii i.'.io.ti,
CU' Ann lli,'tll, t'-tid -105-1 (nr lurituri inlciimii- 
tion 8




PRIVATE lUllDING lot wonted lo buy. 
Please phone 65l).50$7. 2074-2
3 rii.iom (ifaiips. bPChiilor rti/ilns, rndividu.tl
liiuu u-t.u.tx, lutr.iw.ryx, utuuiii 1-.-
iTiiinih.
833 Yotoa 303-365S
PIANO AND GUITAR lessons
wviillnnle Inmlly nt rhx Fnrdlck SSuff, 
Eltidio folk, rock, cloiikolond joii, 
CollGil 01656-2242 or 656-4 7 39, Of-fll- 
II
sTSiniliirro3TNiiULA aui0A*NCE
40ii:HM.i6lii$,M1. xktliVU.Em ftiJI lint ItEMLIty, LfitJI-
victual, mitrii,MMi itnd tiimiiy cpufi8«'liiny| 
{itirS IM?. 881,1 f.lli 61, fiirtniiy VHI. ex4 
tit3;17ti
Mail to the Sidney Review,
P.O. Box 20/0, SIdnoy V8L OSS 
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SB^ICE DIRECTORV










2412 D Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C. 656-5551
'"COBtraCtols' 1 E^cavatlsig ^ | -'.j TIaiio Tuning 1 | WeMing Cictnerai.. 
Services1 Tractor Worfe |
ACCOUNTANT
F.R. Andersen R.I.A.




! LONG-TIME ; 
I SIDNEV BUILDER I
|Now specializing in| 
I finishing carpentry, cab-| 
■ inets and built-ins, rumpus! 
j rooms, repairs, additions—' 
I no job too small. |
I Renovate and Save I 





KEYS • LOCKS 
LUBRICANTS
* BACKHOK WORK 
o OVr WORK 
® TRUtlKINC; 
“Nojob Too Liirfje 
or T<m) Snijill”
Bonded Insured 










4y03 Bcllcrest Place 
Victoria, B.C.
Botikkfcpui^ !() trial hdldtKc ptiv 
rolls wntf iip. work One time onlv tir 











































"From Estimate to 
Installation - 
Three Weeks!"
7177 W. S/lrlNlCH RD.
G. 6= W.
Landscaping Lid.
Ki‘.si(ii‘nUciI. CTinuniM'ciiil aiul 
('lolf Coiisiruction.





BACK PILLING - LOADING 
SEPTIC TANKS 
FILTER BEDS ' 
SEWER STORM DRAINS 
WATER LINES







Rewiring, electric heating re­
pairs, appliance connections.




Fence Posts, Digging,. 50 






tioi’crnnu’nl n'rillli'ti wrluU' 
















Trucking, Excavating and 
Backhoe work.
556 Downey Road 
R.R. 1, Sidney, B.C.
656-3159
InJustri.il ■ Ri'‘-uli'niial 
Llmimcrcuil \Vitmp 
















[ • brush culling
656-1671
Pliohe 656*2233 ;















10200 BOWERBANK RD. 
SIDNEY, B.C. 
PHONE 656-3822 
MARINE SALES n. SERVICE
T ifiml Mfr.ltr,, 
LiiI’li' t l,.ir.JfK 






vv>' - ALUMINUM - %




A & B BOAT TOPS
Complete Boal Upholstery 
Canv.is Bot Tops 
Camper Cushions 
Repairs





DIESEL /INI) llAS 
Cmniilfle InwtalhilionK
Ki’buildingc.xlimisl systems, rorple- 





Industrial - Logging • Marine 
Parts & Service 
Also Dealers for 
•Fresh Water Cooling Kite 
(gas & diesel)
•Bennett Trim Planes 
•Red Dot Cabin Heaters 
•Paloma instant 
Water Heaters 
•Barr Marine Manifolds 
•Teleflex Steering Systems 
eAqualann Alarm Systems 






























A.IAX HOME HiiKl 
OFFICE CLEANEIIS
WiiKl'-AV), Tlnou ■ C,in'UfH 













"You aon’t have 







Sji#rl.«l r»hf fnr. 









r'ot’ will do tlwiu nil.




















COMPLETE BOILER REPAIRS 
FABRICATING & WELDING
GOVERNMENT. APPROVED 






• 22 veins pliimliing 
e-Nperienee in li.C.






















I'ur iill your rtiolinu nee,ls, 
Sliiikes SlnnHlei,, Tar 









McDonald Pork Rd. 
Sidney
656-0711 on Wednesdays Leave your child at P.a.I.s, 
while you shopi 
$1.50 on hour
9830 - 5th Sf. 
(across from Shop Wise) 
Other Weekday*, 
Pals Pre-School
"Play and team Safely"
ALICE'S
DRESSMAKING










spi'l lOliMs (II 
AMIk (Ill'S. 
liilliiiM A l lliliilll
Furnaces, fireplaces, duct 
work, chimneys, boilers, oil 
stoves.
Residential - Commercial
Under newly-elected president Hank Vissers, 
Sidney chamber of commerce will continue to 
pursue a Sidney breakwater and increased 
chamber participation.
Mark Dickinson was elected vice-president over 
Margaret Donaldson, Bob Ward and Dennis 
Paquette.
“I think we’re overlooking a very importatnt 
part of business if we don’t have women 
somewhere in a high position,” said Ward, 
nominating Donaldson for vice-president. On 
Beacon Avenue alone, some 29 businesses are 
managed and owned by women, he said.
Although both Ward and Donaldson were 
unsuccessful in their bid, both were named to the 
new slate of directors.
From a field of 12, the eight directors elected 
were; Roger Anstey, Mike dcRosenroll, John 
Eckford, Gary Fletcher, Gary Wilson, Dennis 
Paquette, Donaldson and Ward. »
in other meeting business, Mike Stanlake of 
Sidney council’s advisory planning commission 
requested input on changes to the sign bylaw.
The current bylaw prohibits flashing, rooftop 
and projecting signs. Several members spoke in 
favor of allowing projecting signs if in accordance 







Quality Work - Free Estimates
Finishing Carpenlry, Renovations. 















The Chamber of 
Commerce 
Has a Business 
Information Centre 
Call on us




Marine, Auto A Safety Glass 





10114 McDonald Park Rd




than a car pool.
acnani^tpapncip nant
e ‘-e (.•-aJ t' 'w !»»-•' M-ee*
Superior
Refrigeration




9812 • 4th St., Sidney
It’s back to the 
drawing board for North 
Saanich’s municipal sign 
bylaw. After a series of 
requests to relax the sign 
bylaw, council Dec. 15 
agreed to send it to a 
special bylaw review 
committee.
The review was 
sparked by another 
request to relax en­
forcement — this time 
from Bazan Bay Nur­
series Ltd,, 2036 Bazan 
Bay.
Bazan Bay Nurseries 
owners Caren Williams 
and Len Donaldson told 
council they would like 
to put up two signs, one 
facing south on Bazan 
Bay Road near East 
Saanich Road, and 
another facing east' on 
Mainwaring Road near 
. McTavishvy
However, both signs 
would be in violation of 
the sign., bylaw, the 
owners said.
Councils agreed to 
relax the bylaw, allowing 
the nurseries to set up 
ihc signs. Aid. Jay 
Rangel suggested the 
nursery should be an 
exception to the .bylaw 
because it is off the 
beaten track.
Some bu.sinesscs have
flouted the bylaw, but 
the nursery agreed to 
take down the sign down 
when it found it was 
violating the bylaw, and 
then approached council 
in good faith, he said.
“It’s a very
reasonable request,” 
Rangel said, adding the 
nursery was the type of 
business which should be 
encouraged in North 
Saanich. ■
Aid. Edgar Farthing 
noted there are
‘‘probably all sorts of
signs which contravene 
the bylaw” and 
suggested council 
couldn’t take action on 
one without acting bn 
"■'Others.'■’■■■"'
^ But Aid. Jim , Cumr 
’mihg ' responded that 
cburtt‘ii”has relaxed the 
■ bylaw in'other' instances,' 
including, for the Deep 
Cove Chalet and the 
S a a n^i c h Peninsula
Branch No. 37 of the 
Royal Canadian Legion 
on Mills Road.
Rangel suggested the 
bylaw be reviewed by the 
special committee to 
review bylaws 
scheduled to be 
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P.O. Box 2(i0H 
Sidney, 11.C. VHI -K I
Committee
appointments
Tlie Capital Regional 
Districl may increase 
properly taxes lo pay the 
region’s transit deficit 
rollowing Municipal 
Affairs Minister Bill 
Vander Zalm’s rcjcelioa 
of husiiiess power bill 
levies.
I,iarlier this month 
Vander Zalm objected to 
a bylaw providing for a
5.. *! per cent levy on 
business power bills in 
Ihe CRD ill addition to 
tlie $l a month 
lesidcnliat charge.
He also rejected a 
similar proposal from 
the Greater Vancouver 
Regional District for a
2.. "i percent levy.
CRD chairman 
Norma Sealey says the 
district can only impose 
a gasoline tax or increase 
. property taxes in place 
of transit surcharges on 
electricity bills.
However, the gasoline 
tax proposal was 
I'cjeetcd last spring,
Scitlcy questions 
Vander /.aim’s fears tlial 
a levy bylaw would crate 
business hardships and 
discourage investment 
and job creation.
The highest single 
iransii levy under the 5.5 




were made by Central 
Saanich Mayor Dave 
Hill following his 
inaugural address to 
council at a Dec. B 
meeting.
Aid, Ruth Arnaud 
heads the environment 
and legislation cuni- 




and zoning; Aid. Earle 












A Red Cross blood 
donor clinic sponsored 
by .Sidney Rotary Club
will H.» iir«|,| ;s jj
Jan. 14 at SanschiiHall. 
A Rotary spokesman 
appealed for "donorr. to 
conn-forward."
T he S u a t\ i c h 
Historical Artifacts 
Society property near 
tlic corner of Pat Hay 
Highway and Island 
View Road will be 
iriinsferred to the 
Mimicipaliiy of Central 
Siiaaich (iota the 
ministry of lands, 
housing and parks, says 
Finnnre Minister Hugh 
Curtis, MLA Saanich 
and the Islands.
Ctirii*. says he has 
received a letter from
Tands Minister Jim 
Ctiaboi authorizing the 
iraiisl'cr he requested on 
behalf of Central 
Saanich and the society.
The Crown grant will 
facilitate titc process of 
lorgiving property inxc.s 
lor the iioii-proiil
‘'.•.cf'eiy, which will act as 
the managing agency for 
the nmaieipnilty and 
contimic progress to 
i?suthlish a lurn-of-thc* 
century working farm on 
the property








Premier Bill Bennett receives first packages and declares Dec. 20 first Canadian 
Cancer Society Holly Day. From left, Premier Bennett, Harvey Currie, special 
projects chairman; Julienne L'Hirondelle, president, Sidney — North Saanich 
Unit, Eileen Puder, volunteer campaign chairman for B.C. and the Yukon 
Territory. Holly sold across Canada raised more than $10,000 for cancer 
research.
IT'S THE NEW 1981 
FOOD PLAN!
Wine'’ Yes Popcorn and 
peanui butter’’ Yes Home- 
baked bread’’ Yes Sweet 
potatoes and honey’’ Yes. yes' 
You are taught to eat them all 
—within limits'of course—and 
still lose weight 
Joina Weight Watchers class 
near you and find out about our 
new lood plan and complete 
program for taking oil the 
pounds, deliciously'
Harvey Currie’s holly drive for the Sidney- 
■North Saanich unit of the Canadian Cancer 
Society was a great success with the society 
realizing a net profit estimated at between 
$10,000 and $12,000.
Premier Bill Bennett kicked off the drive Dec. 
16 when he received the first package of holly and 
declared Dec. 20 Canadian Cancer Society Holly 
■Day.^' -
Thanks from unit president Julienne 
L’Hirondelle go to PWA vice-president, Ed 
Pezzot, who’s given the society a standing offer to 
fly holly any place on the airline’s route; George 
Smith Transport; Winnipeg; Sidney Freight; 
Ellehammer Industries; Sidney Candy Man; Air
Canada; Mrs. Olive Hawkins, for her donation of 
holly and use of her packing shed; the commercial 
orchards of MacArthur Nurseries; Keith 
Sedgman; Bob Barnett;- local newspapers; the 
many volunteers who packaged and sold the 
product and Sidney and North Saanich mayors — 
Norma Sealey and Eric Sherwood — for 
proclaiming the first Holly Day.
Success of the project can be measured by the 
enthusiasm and volunteer work of everyone, 
L’Hirondelle said Monday. “They’re a great 
team. If cancer can be beaten it will take this sort 
of spirit and co-operation.
“Thanks a million - everyone - let’s keep Terry
Fox running.’’ \ \
WEIGHT
WATCHERS
The most successful weight 
loss program in the world.
Margaret Vaughan Birch 
Hall
9697 - 4th Street 
Wed. 7;00 p.m.
























FOR YOUR NEW HOME OR ADD ON TO YOUR EXISTING 
OIL OR ELECTRIC FURNACE SYSTEM
Let's face it, the cost of energy is continually increasing. Look at this typical 














1981 $ 565 $ 562 $223
1982 $ 663 $ 607 $240
1983 S 780 $ 655 $260
1984 $916 $ 708 $280
1985 $1077 $ 765 $303
1986 $1265 $ 826 $327
1987 $1487 $ 092 $353
1988 $1747 $ 963 $362
1989 $2053 $1040 $412
1990 52412 $1124 $445
OUTDOOR
UNIT
The aboveTs based on an fl% annual cost incrn.aso foi elpctrlr. •■'norqy and ty.'i®:, for oil. 
Total Iteat loss 44,370 BTUH. For this example.
m GIVE US A CALL: FIND OUT HOW MUCH YOU CAN SAVE.Free Survey & estimates __
385-4453 Ol 652-3712
Woalhierlron'^ 
Hoot Pump by GE
North Aniorico's No 1 
Sollino Hoot Pump
EMCO Mectianical Ltd^
fWiAi'fiV ' 'i *' Il * ^ t ' ' I * ' < ' ' i I '' ' ' I I . 11 ' ' ' ’ i' I it i ^ tf 's '
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WE MAKE EASY m
ASK ABOUT THE *400 
GOVERNMENT COMPANY 
REBATE!
A DUAL CONVERSION gives you tho 
choice o( GAS or PROPANE with the Flick’ 
of a Switch! Got tho oconomy and capacity 
of Propane or tho convonlonce of Gas 
whonovor you need il,
• Farm ® Commercial • Private 
All work done to CQA and UL specifications. 
SAFE, RELIABLE Installations
''' * \ '777cs(€oasl YOUR PROPANE VEHICLE 
, , CONVERSION CENTRE
;nrburcl ion C o. i ne. for Vancouver island
6703-B Kirkpatrick Rood, R.R.3, Victoria, B.C. V0X 3X1
Telephone
652-2814
i I. - *>. 1 . ,, 'rM/
I
